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Amateur Wireless Magazine’s
Loudspeaker Crystal Seth...s......
Every crystal user asks the question at some time or other: “Can I work a loudspeaker
with my set?" The answer has always been: "You can't." However, after Amateur
Wireless has told you “how”, the answer will be most emphatically “Yes, you can."

This is the biggest thing yet for all crystal users. Amateur Wireless and Electrics, June 7m.1924.

Layout of the Amateur Wireless crystal loudspeaker system.
In June 1924 Amateur Wireless and Electrics
published instructions for building their Self-Contained
Loud»Speaker Crystal Set. No new concepts were
involved - indeed the crystal circuit itself was quite
conventional, wi th a variable condenser p lus  fixed
inductance tuning arrangement. The heart of the
receiver, however. was a mechanical amplifier based
on the microphone button invented by a Norwegian
engineer working in London, Johan Skinderviken.
and bearing his name. A British patent (GB120,734 —
Improvements in Telephone Transmitters) was issued to
Skinderviken in November 1919, by which time he was
living, and presumably working, in Chicago, Illinois.

Similar in principle of operation to the more well-
known mechanical microphone amplifiers produced
by S.G. Brown Limited and the New Vlfilson Electrical
Manufacturing Company, the Skinderviken button
was basiw a sensitive, miniature carbon granule
microphone. The earliest devices were housed in
a circular brass case about $6 inch in diameter,
while a later design Gntroduced in 1924) featured
an aluminium case with the cap only of brass.
Carbon granules were sandwiched between
a carbon block back-plate and a second carbon
half-sphere (button) attached to a thin, flexible mica
diaphragm. This later design, described in detail in
Hannsworth’s Wireless Encyclopedia1 was lighter
and exhibited improved sensitivity, making it more
suitable for amplification applications. The Amateur
Wireless designers stressed the need to use the
later type of button if satisfactory loudspeaker
results were to be obtained from the crystal set.

Amplification required that the button be attached
to  the diaphragm of a headphone earpiece, or

more effectively to the reed assembly of a Brown
reed-type headphone. Electrically, the button was
connected to the primary of an output transformer
in series with either four dry-cells or a 6-volt
accumulator. A horn loudspeaker was connected
to the secondary winding of the transformer.

Vibrations of the headphone earpiece diaphragm
or reed in response to the received signals were
transferred to  the mica diaphragm of the microphone
button, producing compression and decompression
of the carbon granules and corresponding variations
in the current flowing through the device. The
output signal from the button was applied to
the loudspeaker via the step—up transtormer.

The quality of the headphone assembly was
critically important. The button was connected
to the headphone by a small stud proiecting from
the device’s inner electrode attached to a nut.
soldered to  the headphone diaphragm. If an S.G.
Brown “A-Type” telephone earpiece was used,
the button could be screwed directly into the reed
after removing the conical-shaped diaphragm,
since the two threads were matchedz. Best results
were obtained with a reed-type earpiece since the
physical displacement of the reed was considerably
larger than that of a typical diaphragm. although if
the diaphragm was sufficiently flexible the volume
was claimed to be “enough for a small room".

In practice, the arrangement seems to have met
with only limited success and suffered from at least
two serious problems. Under normal use, the button
had a tendency to become very warm. Should the
device overheat, as it apparently did from time-to-
time, the carbon granules would coalesce and cause

The Loud-Speaker Crystal Set
was the subiect of a booklet
published in 1925, part of the
Amateur Vlflreless Hall-Crown
Series.

Below: Cross-section through
the later Skinderviken button.
Bottomt: Button attached to
reed of headphone.



Eariy brass version of the Skinderviken button microphone, marked “PAT. AUG 13 1B" which was
probably the application date. The device measured just 3/o inch in diameter.
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. . .a loud-speaker
can be worked to
provide sufficient
volume to  fill
a large room.
The quality is
quite good with
instrumental
music. With
speech, though
this is quite
understandable, it
is apt to be a trifle
gramophonic.

distortion and a serious reduction in output. A light
tap was often needed to restore its performance.
thereby in all likelihood sending the crystal out of
adjustment. Another concern was the sensitivity of the
earpiece and microphone button to vibration, causing
excessive noise in the loudspeaker. To overcome
th is problem, i t  was recommended that  t he  inside of
the case be lined with some soft material and that
the receiver itself be placed on rubber sponges.

Despite any shortcomings, however, full details
of the receiver were published in a 1925 booklet
entitled Loud-Speaker Crystal Sets as part of the
Amateur Wireless Half-Crown Series. It  the would-be
constructor had any misgivings about the design,
they were no doubt dispelled by the publisher’s
advice: “Success with the new crystal loud-speaker
system is assured; as to that there cannot be the
least doubt. Indifferent results can only be due to

Plan of receiver panel.

n o  3, ,

some fault in the components or their connections."
Complete amplifier units incorporating the

Skinderviken device were marketed by Mikro Ltd. of
Charing Cross during 1924 and 1925, and could be
purchased with or without a loudspeaker. Several
retailers, such as Will Day of Lisle Street, London
advertised Skinderviken buttons only for as little as
five shillings, though, in general, they were probably
never as widely used as either the higher-priced
Brown or New Wilson mechanical amplifiers.

1. Harmsworth's Wireless Encyclopedia. Vol. 20,
pp.1827-28. Published by The Almagamated
Press. London 1924.

2. Sindarviken. J: Microphones and VWreless
Reception. Pitman‘s Radio Year Book, 1925.
Published by Pitman & Sons. London 1925.



Some US Midget Radios of the 193O’SWW
Millions of these attractive midget radios were made during the first half of the ‘thirties’. I have four
examples: A Columbia five tube Superhet with an IF stage, a Clarion four tube Superhet with no IF
stage, an Ultradyne four tube TRF. An Unknown four tube TRF with LW; so it escaped to over here.

Often they employ interesting circuit techniques and are a marvel at cramming a quart into a pint pot!

As you can see by the dates on the schematics, I started this article some years ago, back
in 2001 actually. It shows it’s best to write and finish an article at the same time as the radio.
Leave it a while and then you have started another and the inclination is lost. However,
as this is about more than one radio it‘s possibly why it did not get completed.

Columbia five tube superhet Clarion four tube superhet

Ultradyne tour tube TRF

A “file Hlstory
l always associate these tlny radios with an excellent small book by
Floyd A Paul. It is entitled Los Angeles Radio Manufacturing 1922-
1942 and may now be out of print. Leastwise it is no longer listed
by Antique Electronic Supply, in the USA, where I got mine a few
years ago. Why I like the book a lot is that it actually conveys the
excitement and energy of the time. Maybe it works as it is a compiled
series of articles and includes stories from people who were actually
there. I 'm sure the author won’t mind me borrowing a few words.

Prior to the 1929 depression, radios had been large and expensive.

Unknown tour tube TRF

Afterwards a few entrepreneurs started manufacturing small table
models dubbed "midgets” but also called "mantelpiece radios". A
manufacturing explosion began and in about 15 months (last quarter
of 1929 and the four quarters of 1930) some 35 new companies
had come into existence in the Los Angeles area. So test had
been this growth that It became known as the “Midget Capital of
the World". Apparently the East Coast and the Midwest (where I
believe m y  radios came from, as the  companies are no t  listed i n  the
book) did not leap on the bandwagon until the middle of 1930.

Reading the book, my imagination takes me back to  the hustle and



bustle that must have abounded. A radio
could be built, tested, aligned and packed
ready to  go, in about 30 minutes, by a small
production line. Some of these paid iust a
few cents to each operator for each radio
made. There could also be a nasty catch
that ensured each man did his Job right. No
payment was made for radios that didn't
work due to incorrect assembly. If I think
hard and squint my eyes, I can almost see
al l  t he  smal l  units, u p  dusty s ide streets,
bending up chassis and others soldering
in components. And then all the furniture
businesses turning their hand to making
cabinets. I bet if you strolled, around the air
would have been full of fumes from transport

vehicles, plat ing chemicals, soldering flux
and lacquer being sprayed. In 1933 there
were 59 known companies but it was a
short boom and most of these set makers
were out of business by the mid-thirties.

Columbia Midget Radio 1933-1934
Preliminaries
This is a tiny radio and it is a real feet to
have crammed f ive pre~octal valves in to  i t ,
plus the circuitry to  make a Superhet. The
chassis had been ‘worked on‘ by someone
in the past. There were obvious resistor
and capacitor changes that were not neatly
done and the inclusion of a diode dropper,
for the tube heaters. in lieu of a resistive line
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The Autodyne Frequency Changer
The frequency changer was unusual to
me, and is  an Autodyne. invented by HJ
Round in 1913. The name derives from
two Greek words, meaning ‘self’ and
‘force’ or ‘work’. Hence an Autodyne Is a
self—working Superhet. Langford Smith,
in the Radio Designers Handbook, briefly
discusses i t .  H e  says that  i t  provides
good sensitivity and signal to noise ratio,
but use is restricted to the Broadcast
Band. Further, at  higher frequencies i t
is difficult to  maintain oscillation and
it can radiate badly due to  quite large
voltage swings across the tuned circuit.

His circuit was not like mine. It had the
primary of the first IF transformer, returning
to  HT, via an isolated winding on the
oscillator transformer and tuned on the
anode side, see diagram. in  my circuit the
tuning was on the cathode side (well, there
Is only one side!) but feedback was via a

cord. All the coils were without screening
and apart from the aerial transformer were
underneath the diminutive chassis.

To find out what made It tick i decided
to  strip and rebuild it. As I took It carefully
apart I traced out the schematic which
was quite easy (but included previous
modifications) until i got to the frequency
changer. i didn't understand this
immediately but It turned out that the first
IF transformer and the oscillator coil were
made up  as one assembly (see picture).
Coils are often tricky as wires disappear
Inside the former or even below the
windings. Eventually with the help of
an LCR meter all became clear.
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Columbia from rear Clarion lrom rear

Ultradyne step chassis

trimmer between anode and a tap on the
oscillator coil. The resistor and capacitor
in the cathode lead are important
components. They serve the purpose
of grid capacitor and leak resistor in
more conventional circuits and limit the
build up of oscillation; the resistor also
looks after the valve's DC conditions by
providing bias. As far as oscillation (455
Kc/s higher than the tuned frequency)
is concerned the valve is working In
earthed grid mode. the grid effectively
being grounded via the secondary of
the aerial transformer. The signal input.
which is tuned in conventional manner,
is applied between grid and cathode.
Thus, the valve is receiving this signal
whilst havlng oscillations in its cathode
circuit. The two signals are mixed in the
same manner as a standard mixer.

Worklng Agaln
Once the chassis was back together it
was soon working. The IF transformers
peaked up nicely at 455 Kc/s but I could
not get the aerial coil to tune. Once 10
turns were removed from its secondary
the trimmer peaked it just fine at 1500
Kc/s. As the oscillator tuning gang
has shaped vanes there is not much
to do for RF alignment. There is lust a

Unknown set from rear

trimmer t o  set the  frequency correct
at one part of the band. The oscillator
feedback trimmer was adiusted on a
station. It had one place where output
was at a maximum and so must optimise
the mixer conversion efficiency.

HT Oddltles
During the rebuild of the radio I sorted
out a few strange things. One of these
was that the speaker field coll was across
the HT supply, but the cell was only 800
Ohms. It alone would take almost all
the current that the 2525 rectifier could
supply and consume 8W into the bargain.
Both the choke and the speaker appeared
to be original items by the way. The
obvious thing was to wire it in series with
the choke, which gave an HT voltage of
84V. The 43 output valve had an original
looking cathode bias resistor of 50 Ohms
that would b e  about right for this. Further,
data on the 36 tube said that for use as
an anode bend detector, anode current
should b e  around 1 0 0  micro A, which it
was. A look a t  the  data  for the  3 9 ,  used
as the IF amplifier, confirmed that it was
very linear at low voltages and currents.

Designing the Autodyne
Frequency Changer
I wondered how you would go about
designing the Autodyne oscillator used in
this radio. First thing would be to set up DC
conditions and as a guess 0.5 mA could
be chosen for la. Then looking at some old
data for a 36 tetrode, about -5V is needed
on the grid. So the cathode resistor of 10K
Ohms is a reasonable value. Now what
about the value of the capacitor across it?
Well, if in function it is to operate as a grid
capacitor, with the 10K Ohms as its leak
resistor, then its time constant might be
similar. Typical grid leak components are
1M Ohm and 100 pF, so as the resistor is
100 times smaller then the capacitor would
need to be 100 times larger. Thus 100
pF becomes 10,000 pF or .01 micro—F.

A commercially available tunlng gang
would have been used and the one on
the radio goes from 30 — 195 pF. A little
algebra and a calculator (or a slide mle
in those days) would have given the coil
inductance as 120 micro-H (I measured
138). This would allow the oscillator to
tune the radio over the Broadcast Band,
of 550 to 1700 Kc/s, but of course it
would be higher by the IF of 455 Kc/s.

A lot was known about coils in those days
and so actual coil dimensions. number of
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turns etc would have just been a matter tapped HT winding of a mains transformer. Otorlon Model «0 1983.
of consulting available data. Now where Clearly the number of tums either side Clarion was a trade name for the
to put the tape for the anode and cathode
connections? Clearly a tap is needed for the
cathode connection. as It will be relatively
low impedance. Because of the auto
transformer connection it will be multiplied
by the square of the turns ratio. This ratio
will be the number of turns of the whole coil
to the number of turns below the tap. To
convince myself that this is so. I think of a
situation where the tap is at the middle of
the coil. Now clearly the voltage at the tap
will be half that across the whole coil. So,
if it were a conventional transformer, then
the primary would have twice the number
of turns as the secondary and so the turns
ratio would be 221. For the auto transformer
then. the turns ratio will be the number
of turns of the whole coil divided by the
number of turns to the tap and again be
2:1. For the actual situation of the oscillator
coil. the turns ratio of the windings, from
the bottom up, was 1 : 1 z 3 .  That is 1 from
chassis to the cathode tap. then 1 to the
next tap and 3 from here to the top of the
coil. I reckoned this simply upon measuring
resistances. The number of turns should be
proportional to this for a straight winding.

Of course you can be fooled if you
measure layered windings. say on a centre

oflhetapmustbethesamebutthe
resistances won‘t be. This is because for
the half winding nearest the outside. the
length of wire per turn, will be greater
and so the resistance quite a bit higher.
For a 350-0-350 transformer that I just
happen to have sitting on the bench, the
resistances were 468 Ohms and 493 Ohms.

Now for my oscillator coil the cathode
impedance would reflect across the whole
coil but be some 25 times higher in value.
Also. the cathode circuit impedance would
reflect across the primary of the first IF
multiplied by 4 but have the reactance
of the feedback capacitor in series with
It. For me, I couldn't calculate where the
tape should be and probably the original
designer didn’t either. I can imagine taking a
reasonable guess and then getting the coil-
shop to make up some coils with a range
of taps and an'iving empirically at the best.

What feedback capacitor or trimmer to
use? I measured 200 pF. as a maximum.
and it would not have been hard to guess
at something around that value. A little bit
of circuit testing, on a few examples, would
have shown whether that was a suitable
value to optimise the conversion efficiency.

TransformerCorp.ofArnerlca

Finding out the Model number
Before going ‘to press’ with this article
I e-mailed member Alan Douglas, In the
USA, asking if he knew any history of these
companies. For this one he surprised me
by not only identifying the model number
but in finding circuit data in Riders. My
circuit traced and drawn back in 2003 is far
easier to read but I did find a mistake In it!

The Pentagrid Frequency Changer
This one uses a seemingly easy to
understand Pentagrid frequency changer
but I did wonder what the 50 K Ohm
resistor did between the cathode and
the bottom of the oscillator grid coll.
In fact it makes the grid approximately
track the changing cathode voltage as
the volume control goes from minimum
to maximum. Cunnlngly this makes
conditions almost constant for the emulator
whilst affecting the bias of the mixer and
controlling its conversion efficiency.

artlde contlnued on page 27
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The 2L0 story mm...
The first 2L0 transmitter was designed by HJ Round and built in
May 1922 in the laboratory of CS Franklin, both men being respected
engineers of the Marconi Company. The transmitter was installed in
a room on the top floor of Marconi House in The Strand, London.
Another room was converted into a studio and a third became the
battery room, both also on the top floor. The generator was eight
floors below in the basement and an aerial on the roof completed the
installation. Marconi’s began broadcasts from 2L0  until, in November
1922, the British Broadcasting Corporation was formed and took over
operation of the station. The fledgling BBC soon outgrew the facilities
at Marconi House and moved to new premises at Savoy Hill Mansions.
2L0 remained at Marconi House as the BBC’s first transmitter until
1925 when a new 2L0 was installed in purpose built huts on the roof of
Selfridges department store in Oxford Street. This consisted of two HJ
Round designed Marconi 0 type transmitters of 1.5 Kw each, twice the
power of the original and with a much larger aerial system supported
by two 125 feet masts. The old Marconi House transmitter, the star of
this story, became the standby. This set-up continued until 1929 when
the station moved to Brookmans Park, Hertfordshire; the first twin
channel station of the BBC regional scheme. The studios remained
at Savoy Hill feeding Brookmans Park by land lines. The original 2L0
transmitter also went to the new station as a display item and at some
unknown point was later dismantled into individual components and
put into an outside hut under one of the aerial support towers.

In the early 19505 2L0’s remains were rediscovered and restored
by Ray Milligan and Chartie Sutton, helped by many others, all of
whom were members of Brookmans Park staff at the time. I arrived
at Brookmans Park in the Autumn of 1968 as a shift engineer I'll

never forget the moment when the dust covers were removed and
the restored 2L0 stood in all its glory. It was love at first sight! After
the rebuild 2L0 was put on display in a large room on the first floor
— ‘The Studio’. Now it was relegated to the ground floor motor
generator room for the 1929 transmitters. These were still maintained
in working order with the diesel generators in case of failure of one of
the service Radio 1 and 2 transmitters or the mains electricity supply.

Over the next couple of years I took it upon myself to carry
out minor repairs to 2L0 during odd spare moments. At the time
we were required to record the readings of all the meters on the
station twice per shift and work on 2L0 became a pleasant relief
from this chore. Over the years various insulators and minor
components had become broken. These were plundered from the
1929 transmitter stores, being ‘of the period'. The original restoration
had used some of these components to complete the project.

When the 50th anniversary celebrations of the BBC were being
planned, a resurgence of interest in 2L0  occurred and Mullard were
to make a film including the transmitter displayed at Brookmans in the
1929 transmitter hall. Charlie Sutton was still working at the station,
so he and l refurbished 2L0 and polished her up, ready for filming
in earty 1972. The powers that be decreed that the valve filaments
be lit, so we found a suitable transformer and set about the task.
A circuit diagram for 2L0 was obtained from Marconi’s: it was in
poor condition and somewhat incomplete. My friend and colleague
George Mortey and l re-drew it based on the tatty drawing and the
physical remains; this became the accepted circuit that went into
the Brookmans Park filing system and is generally available today
on the intemet. During my research into making the drawing l got
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is
2L0 on display at Brookman's Parkh 1972 with one of the 1929 transmitters in the inckground. in the centre. i t
This has been made to read 10,000 volts to give the impression that. together With the glowmg valves, the transmitter was ‘on' for the Muilard film

to know 2L0 very well. The film was to include George and myself
as ‘students‘ being shown the transmitter by BN McLarty. a former
Marconi chief engineer. Mr McLarty admitted he knew nothing about
2L0 as his involvement came later. George and I had to  explain its
workings to him so that he could then tell us on the film! After all
this exposure 2L0 went under the dust covers until the next major
upheaval in 1979 when it was decided to  scrap all the transmitters,
Including the 1929 units, to  re-engineer Brookmans Park.

All the old gear at Brookmans Park became invaded by a gang of
scrap merchants. For those of us left it was heartbreaking. The engine
room became a dangerous place, flywheels weighing several tons
were being pulled off by a dumper tnrck and everything was being
torched. Engine No.4 with its dynamo was left intact for a while as
the Lincolnshire Museum was interested as it was a Ruston Hornsby
product. Unfortunately the bid failed and it too came under the torch. On
a brighter note. I believe some of the 1929 components were distributed
amongst BVWS members at the time. The few remaining staff also
had some bits. I had a water-cooled valve and jacket, t he  Colohester
Triumph lathe from the old workshop (weighing half a ton, this took
some getting out) and also a small relic of 2L0  — a double element
wlrewound rheostat that was not used in the restoration. My valve later
went to a small valve museum we started at Brookmans Park and later
to the Science Museum. For safe keeping we put 2L0 in an outbuilding,
brick built and background heated, transporting the five units one at a
time in a handcart. There it remained until after I said goodbye when
I moved with my family to Daventry transmitting station in 1988.

IthoughtthatIhadseenthelastof2L0,untilafewyearslater
theoldglrifollowed meandarrlvedatDaventry. l twastobeon
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display for the short wave closure on the 29th March 1992. I spent
a glorious couple of weeks refurbishing and cleaning. Again. against
my better judgement, the valve filaments were required to  be lit.
I obtained a transformer from a short wave transmitter, but this
time I screwed a large variable resistance to a back panel so that
I could control the current to  the filaments to  reduce failures.

On the day of  the closure all went well, Professor Stanley Unwln, a
former Daventry engineer, performing the closing ceremony. Later that
year 2L0 went to Broadcasting House to be displayed for the 530's
and 2LO‘s 70th anniversary. I left the BBC in 1995 and again bade
farewell to 2L0. In 1997 the BBC transmitters were privatised and
passed to Crown Castle International; 2L0 became jointly owned by the
two organisations and in 2002 it was offered to the Science Museum.

On 7th November 2002 my wife and l were invited to Birmingham
Sym>hony Hall for the BBC 80th anniversary concert where 2L0
was to be officially handed over. A few days before, I returned to
Daventry station to help collect everything together and assist the
museum staff bubble-wrap 2L0 ready for transfer to Birmingham.
On the evening, 2L0 stood at Symphony Hall polished to perfection.
In h is  acceptance speech, Lord Puttnam, tnrstee of  t he  Science
Museum, spoke of 2L0 as an ‘icon of broadcast history' and thanked
us all for saving it for the nation. My wirewound filament dimming
resistance was still screwed to the back (I didn't tell anyone).

And so that's how, quite by chance, I came to  be involved
with the BBC's first transmitter. A roller coaster ride that later!
thebest partof30years. Unfortunatelyweareagainata
IowpolntasZLOisinmorefletushopespaceisfwndto
display It tor future generations to share my fascination.



Hacker Sovereign ll RP25 Serial 20756....eph...
An initial look at this set revealed that the bass knob was missing, there were a few paint spots on
the cabinet. the foam padding under the rexine was gone and the pads for the battery on the cabinet
back interior were long gone — you could just see where they would have been. i opened the cover,
and found that it did not look too bad; the battery connectors were connected in parallel and had flex
soldered to them, presumably to use some sort of a power supply.

The internals looked untouched exmpt that the
volume oontroVon-off switch was loose, poorly
soldered and the flat area on the spindle had been
filed too much,  so the  knob was very loose.

The scale and other knobs looked excellent — they
needed cleaning, of course, and one or more felt washers
were missing. The alloy trims needed polishing. The
serial number under the turntable was missing. Time
to connect a supply to it now! All bands were working,
but the sound was very distorted and also crackling,
AM was weak, and F M  was humming and hissing; IF
instability? The coils on the ferrite aerial did not look
asiftheywereintheoorrectplaoe.Allpresetsonthe
audio panel looked as if they had been moved.

I decided to sort out the audio amp first, in case
anything was likely to cause damage. The first thing
wastosetthequiescentcurrentoonectty-ithad been
turned down to virtually zero, and the mid-point voltage
was about 3 ,  instead of  8.5. With these set, t he  audio
sounded almost as i t  should, rather than the  distortion
when it was trying to emulate a Class-C amplifier!

TheAFquality isprobablyoneofthebestonasetof
this type. This one was not quite there yet... there is still
a bit of a crackle — the 80148 in the first stage was the
culprit A couple of capacitors were do — C10 speaker
coupling and 09  feedback. CZ, the suppiy decoupler
was weeping, and I changed 05  from 40mfd to 10mtd

aspertheotficlal modto preventthumponswitoh—on.
It now really sounded superb. I dismantled the rest of the

chassis and spotted that the AM rejection preset (R28) in
the ratio detector had lost its wiper — a replacement cured
what I thought sounded like instability. Realignment or the
ferrite coils and R F  AM trimmers sorted the poor AM, so
just needed a new volume control of 47k and reconnection
the melted leads, and the chassis was complete.

Now for the cabinet, which was completely dismantled
first. I tend to put all woodscrews, knob springs and
self-uppers in e screwtop jar, shake them round in
white spirit, and spray cooking oil on them whilst
the distaif side is distracted! This is more effective
than mineral oil as it eventually becomes hard.

The first problem was that the rexine had a lot of white
paint spots on it — the worst ones I managed to remove
with the lotw‘tech method of using a fingernail. A scrub
in warm water with some washing powder cleaned all
t he  muck  off, so i t  was then, with some trepidation,
that I decided to replace the foam on the front; the
backtaredbettensolleftthat.1hefrontseemedtobe
quite baggy; it had obviously lost its foam padding.

The white plastic trim came off easily - the adhesive
seemed to peel otf so the remains did not adhere to either
thetrim orthelexine. ltwasscrubbed and lefttorlater
replacement, as were the grill and Hacker logo, which
had unfortunately lost one of its pegs (more on this later).
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The serial number label also fell out. so this
was saved to glue to the turntable later.

Some careful work allowed me to pull the
rexine off to reveal the foam padding, leaving
the rexine still attached around the edge of
the speaker opening, as it was decided that it
would not be a good idea to pull it off entirely.

The foam had become powdery, so it was
easily removed with a stiff brush. The inside of
the front board was sprayed with matt black,
and it was now ready to replace the foam. i
managed to find some thin foam so I cut a
rectangular window for the speaker aperture.
The rexine was gathered with clothes-pegs
to keep it out of the way of this operation. I
managed to find some foam of what I thought
was the right thickness — about 4mm, and a
fairly soft consistency. I think it was the sort
of foam used to pad door cards on cars.

PVA glue was applied to the innermost
and outermost edges of the wood, and the
foam attached and left to dry. It could then
be trimmed on its outside edge, cutting it at
a slight bevel. To refix the rexine, we needed
the foam padding to be under compression
with no wrinkles. The front was laid down on
an old magazine (Radio Times, of course!)
and weight applied with a wooden block and
my CT160 standing on it to compress the
foam, so it could expand and fill the rexine
when dried. Some solvent glue and a box
of drawing pins. and it was left ovemight.
The next day revealed an excellent result!

The Hacker badge had lost one of its pegs,
so I devised a way to repair it. The peg was
about 2.5mm in diameter, so it would leave
an ugly hole if I drilled the logo to this size.

It was useful that I also repair clocks,

so have an assortment of taper pins
and fine brass tube called “bushing
wire’ — these can be improvised.

You need a pin-vice as well - many
available for a couple of pounds and
useful for all sorts of things.

I selected a drill of about 0.5mm
and drilled where the old peg was
- the hole came out just inside where
the ‘E’ was, on the black part.

Do not do this under power! if no such
drill is available, a spear drill can be made
easily with a sewing needle, flattening it to
a spade shape whilst red hot. I looked for a
steel clock pin that entered the hole almost
all the way. The large end of pin was then
put in a pin-vice and tapped with a small
hammer to give a sort of a rivet head.

It could then be tapped into the hole in
the badge. leaving the end on the inside.
A piece of bushing wire was cut the same
length as the original peg, and filed flat.
it is useful, but not essential, to make a
slight countersink at the remote end.

All that remained to be done was to
slide the brass over the pin, and solder
them together. After trimming the pin, it
was almost an invisible repair. A tiny speck
of black paint where the ‘rivet head' was
under the ‘E’ completed the job, so it
could be replaced on the cabinet front.

The hinge and handle were chrome
plated, and some Solvol Autosol brought
them up like new. The two springs in the
ends of the handle needed retensioning.

l glued the white trim on to the edge of the
front panel, replaced the grille and speaker,
and screwed the front to the rest of the

cabinet. All that was left to do was to give the
rexine a final clean and buff it up with black
shoe polish. The black underside of the scale
was sprayed with matt black and the scale
polished on the top surface only. I found
some screws to replace the missing ones. I
thought it was worth a spot of clock oil on
the drive pulleys, and the jockey arm needed
readiusting. All the knobs were scmbbed
with a nailbrush and the alloy trims polished
using more Solvol Autosol. Doing this will
get polish into the plastic parts of the knobs,
so they need cleaning again. Some new felt
washers were made with a wad punch.

Finally, reassembly of the chassis to
the cabinet and a buff up with Meltonian
shoe cream left me a very nice addition
to our household sets - it is in regular
use, and will probably stay so.

In my humble opinion. these are a nicer
looking and better performing set than
the Roberts R707 which I also have.
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The Marconi Scientific Instrument Co.Twice!W.N....
At the end of the first world war (1918), The Marconi Scientific Instrument Co., whose works were
at 21/24, St. Anne’s Court, Dean St., Soho, London, made non—industrial wireless apparatus for the
richer amateur domestic experimenter who could afford the prices. Because of this and also that
it was soon to be succeeded by the newly formed Marconiphone Co. at the end of 1922, very few
examples made by this scientific company seemed to have survived. The majority of early surviving
Marconi equipment seen in museums and collections was made by The Marconi Wireless and
Telegraph 00., because they manufactured in larger quantities for both industry and the services.

A search of The Marconi Collection at Oxford
University, housing 626 items, reveals only 4 items
in the collection made by the Scientific company
(one item is just a potentiometer and two others are
identical 5 valve receivers) whereas there are 142
items made by The Marconi Wireless and Telegraph
00., 2 0  items by the  Marconi International Marine
Communication Co. and 14 by the later Marconiphone
Co. Marconiphone i n  1922, which was a newly
formed department of MWT and by 1923 a separately
formed company taking over all of Marooni’s domestic
production, such as the V1 and V2 models etc.

Interestingly, a study of the types of wood used
in just the Marconi items in this collection at Oxford
reveals that teak was used in the cabinet construction
in 59 pieces, mahogany in 45 and oak in 1. So teak
was the most common wood used and oak the least.
Plastic is used in 45 items although this is queried in
some cases and in others is just the base of a valve.
Ebonite is high up the list as would be expected.
Teak is impervious to  insect attack and does

not float in water when first cut down.
H. M. Dowsett in his book, “Vifireless

Telephony and Broadcasting. "
(vol.1 page 58), reports that the first transmission given
by The Marconi Scientific Instmment Go. from their
Writtle station took place on 14th. Feb. 1922. This was,
of course, 2MT (Two-Emma-Toc) using 250 watts.

Thou boots were made for walking!
I began searching for old wireless before the BVWS was
formed. Each Saturday evening i slept In an armchair fully
clothed so that I would not disturb my wifel At 2.30am i

would rise and travel to the Club Row area in the East End
of London arriving at about 3am. ln olden days it was told
that you could have your watch and chain stolen at one
end of Club Row and buy it back later at the other end.

For some 5(I) hours I would tramp up and down,
up and down Sclater St. and Hare St., rushing up to
each totter's car or lorry that arrived with its goodies
o n  board. O ld  chairs, tables, electric fires, clothing,
pictures, books, bookcases, pianos ,oId carpets etc and
yes, old wireless. Using a torch to  try and see those
giveaway black and dirty ebonite panels or cathedral
outlines before the vehicles had ever stopped. Asking the
driver how much before he had time to get out his car
in case someone else snapped up a wireless treasure.
The houses each side of the road were mostly derelict in

th is o ld  part o f  London, left over from the  blitz and neglect.
Some had old tottsrs on the ground floors selling junk
and trying to  fight the leaking roof at the same time. Did
bits of carpet festooned many rotting floors and one ‘tnod
the boards’ in trepidation at times thinking that one might
finish up  in the basement if the flooring ever gave way.

By Barn I was exhausted and made my way home
just as the public arrived, who never found that old
wireless because it was either in the back of my
car or  the  car of  another collector, who found the
wireless before me. One such fellow collector
was known to t he  totters as, ‘MnVIfireIess.’ I t  was al l  a

question of luck wally as to who was at which end of the
street as and when an eany wireless of interest arrived in
the back of a car or lorry. When we passed by each other
we would enquire what the other had found. Sometimes
I was envious of his finds and sometimes he of mine.
Doing this for about 5 years resutted in my aoquifing
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HF Unit internal vrew
my present collection, although much of
it has been disposed of since then. It also
resulted in my acquiring a few cornsl

The prices I paid then were
mouthwateringiy low compared with today's
prices. Somewhere between £5-215 could
buy from the old Cockney totter’s house
clearance goodies. wireless dating from
the 1920's onwards. All the most popular
makestrom theSOsweretobeseenmost
weeks, but very early 1920’s were much
scarcer to find as would be expected, but
bright emitters were to be found too. I
recallanold boxtossedfrom theback
of a car with gay abandon. containing
- “Have the two for ten bob, guv.” I did!

The middle classes getting married in the
1920‘s and buying an expensive wireless for
their home meant that by the 1970's many
had died, their houses, sheds and lofts
cleared. so most old quality wireless was
getting scaroer to find from the old London
Street markets as the last few decades of
the 20th.cent. passed. Hence prices began
to move up. This. together with the big
wireless exhibition at the V and A In London
in 1977. and the many others that it seeded.
made dealers aware that early wireless was
getting as scarce as Georgian furniture had
become in previous years. so prices were
adjusted accordingly from then on. The
days of finding an old vintage wireless just
for a few quid had sadly gone forever.

LF Unit Inlemai vrew
The find of a lifetime.
During this hectic period I had always visited
other London markets too such as Walworth,
Berrnondsey etc and even Antique shops
where I did find the occasional set. For
example an Emerson, ‘Snow White and the
Seven Dwarfs,’ children’s radio in one shop in
South Wimbledon, London. One sold recently
at Christies for over $3000 so that was a
nice early shop find. Many other wireless
collectors too will have similar tales to tell.

I have always considered that any wireless
collector will eventually have. with some luck.
what he may call, ‘My find of a lifetime“ - that
rare item which few others ever find, it being
a reward, as it were, for all the effort that he
has put into searching for early wireless.

So it was that in an Antique shop, this
time in Norbury, South London, I had
mine. The shop was run by an Irishman
of imposing build, who travelled back to
Ireland. dealing each side of  the Irish sea.

There was nothing in his windows on this
particular occasion so I wandered in looking
around, but didn‘t spot anything of interest.
Just as I was about to depart from the shop
the owner came out from the depths of the
furniture and asked me what I was looking
for. I told him, did radios. He said that he
had something that an old sailor had brought
In recently, and he dragged out a large,
dirty, sack covered cardboard box from the
back. Yes, an old sailor he said who had
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been hard up so wished to sell his old radio.
“It's in 5 pieces.” he said as he dragged

the box forward and I began immediately
to lose interest In a radio that was in five
bitsl An empty, badly scratched, woodwon'n
embellished cabinet with torn fret. A msting
chassis, a loose grotty loudspeaker with
a bashed in cone. frayed line cord and a
few sad looking wobbly valves were all
pictured by me as being a 5 piece radio!

But to my amazement on examining
what was under the sacking, I realised
that this was a very early example of a
unit constructed wireless. Maybe home
made, I thought, as this method of unit
construction had been used by wireless
experimenters up until about 1924.

But engraved on the panels of each of the
five units were the magic words, which made
me check that I had a wallet on me, “The
Marconi Scientific Instrument Co," at that
time a company that was unknown to me.

“How much,” I asked, trying to hide
my excitement. “Saaay 35 quid. OK?"
Yes that was cenainly OK. Into
the back of my car went the old
cardboard box and its contents.
So this was my, “Find of a lifetime."

Unit Construction.
This 5 unit 3 valve receiver used. as the
HF amplifying valve in one of the units.
the early V24 Marconi triode, which has



Retroacllon Unit detail view

the filament connections brought out each
end with the grid and anode each side, a
very early example of low inter electrode
capacitance and low loss construction. This
small valve is similar, in that the electrode
connections were brought straight out
of the glass envelopes, to that which
helped win WW2, namely the famous
EF50. Timely then that the V24 helped In
WW1 and the EF50 in WW2 in radar.

These Marconi Scientific Instruments
were made before the BBC was formed so
had no Post Office marks on them. Made
about the same time as Capt. Eckersley
of 2L0 fame had invented the quietest
volume control ever designed by moving
the microphone nearer or further from
the performers! It was just a few months
after the start of regular broadcasting from
2MT that an advert for these receivers
was placed in Wireless World in July 1922,
probably as sales of all wireless equipment
would have been given a big boost by
the start of this regular broadcasting.

These units were sold in any combination
as and when money was available. A 6th unit
which could also be added contained a low
impedance telephone transformer, but this
last unit was missing on the example I found.
Well, what do you expect for 35 quid?l

The system consists of one unit as a
‘retroactive’ unit containing the tuning coil
and swinging retroaction assembly with a
compartment to hold 6 push in coils for
the tuning ranges. These extended the
range up to 26,000 metres reflecting the
experimental nature of these early pre
BBC receivers. Because of the large range
covered. the retroactive coil is tapped by
a stud switch mounted on the moving
coll. A range coil, on being pushed into
position, engages a button which switches
the LT on for the rest of the units. So for
retroaction one had to “swing and switch."

Unfortunately, some of my coils are
missing. Maybe the old sailor dropped
them overboard one stormy night!

The retroactive unit with 6 coils in
1922 was priced at £13. Retroaction, or
Regeneration (later called reaction). was
first patented in the UK in June,191a
jointly by C. S. Franklin and
Marconi (Patent No 13636).

But to form even a single valve receiver
one would also have needed in addition,
the large Marconi variable condenser
tuning unit priced at £4 together with a
detector valve unit at £6. Thus a complete
single valve Marconi receiver of this unit
construction would have cost £23 in 1922.

For a longer reception range another £6
was required in order to buy an additional
HF amplifying unit using the V24 valve (see
internal photo). So the three valve installation
as illustrated, which also includes 3 LF
note magnifier stage (see internal photo),
which I bought for 935 would have cost
a grand total of £34 in 1922. it seems
then that I was overcharged by £1 on the
original retail price! Shall I take it back?

During the inter-war period the farm
labourer earned on average just over
£1 per week and a middle class white
collar worker about £5 per week.

So the middle class would have had
to pay over 6 times their weekly salary to
buy this three valve receiver and a farm
labourer about 30 times his. At today’s
minimum wage (relative to the farm worker
in 1920s on £1 per week), that is equivalent
to approximately 26,000 today and for
this one can buy a top of the range PC.
a colour TV, a digital camera, and a GPS
and still have change for a pint of beer!

Of course, the P C  and TV etc.(and the
beer!) are mass produced whereas the
Marconi units were not, but it is a great
tribute to the advance of technology how the
power of money has changed and what it can
now purchase in spite of the huge inflationary
increases in the intervening 80 odd years.

Other manufacturers of this early period
also made these unit type receivers, Pye,
Sterling, Tlngey, Halcyon and others. Home
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Pye unit receiver
built construction by unit system was popular
too as it enabled additions to a wireless
without having to alter the existing set. Just
build or buy and reconnect a few terminals
for extra HF or LF stages. The Boy's Book
of Wireless in 1924 also described a unit
receiver for home construction as does,
Harmsworrh Wireless Encyclopedia.
There are a total of 50 terminals to be
connected on this 5 unit Marconi. Quite
a good chance then for noises off due to
terminals not being screwed down tightly.

To restore or not to restore?
That to the question.
This receiver, although in very good

condition as found, has never been restored
by me and never will be as I consider that
any wireless over 80 years old should not
look as though it had been made yesterday.
I would also like to think that the very
last signals to pass through it were from
2L0 rather than the voice of Terry Wogan
or even worse, modern ‘thump thump‘
noises which pass for music these days.

Over-restoration now is something for
which future generations of historians will
have to pay the price. Why collectors wish to
make a wireless, much older than they may
be, look gleamingly as though it has just been
manufactured, is beyond my understanding.
Furthermore, if a very old wireless has been
slightly modified back in the eany days I
do not see why that should not be of equal
interest as part of its history and be left as
it is for future enthusiasts to see the types
of modifications which were can'ied out in
the early days. The history of wireless is
littered with extra valves being added etc.
prior to the 1930‘s to increase reception
range by many who could not afford to
purchase bigger receivers to start with.

The editor of the BVWS magazine in
Sept 1978 said, and | quote, “Restoring
and researching a piece of equipment alone
can be no easy matter and all collectors are
reminded that the third aim of our society



MSI Co. Unit adverts
is the preservation not renovation."
The underlining is not mine.

No  more boots. Just slippers now!
However, that is not the end of this
Marconi scientific story, for the ‘find
of a lifetime’ can be repeated.

The Marconi Scientic Instrument 00. Nice!
These days most wireless collectors
have either sold or bought wireless on
eBay, the very early items fetching large
sums. (even if you ever see them listedl).
Simply because. unlike a personal search
in the old London Street Markets, it is
open to  all the world’s collectors who
can now easily find wireless and bid.
The world‘s collectors don‘t have to tramp
the many, many weary, but exciting miles that
I did to find early wireless. They can all bid
against each other from the comfort of their
armchairs and the prices climb higher and
higher. 2700-91000 is a not too uncommon
price range for standard 1930/40 models
in good condition, especially round Ekcos!
Great to be the seller but not too good trying
to  buy these days if the wife needs a new hat!

A few weeks ago I came across a rather
nice wireless catalogue for sale on eBay.
The seller quoted PayPal as the only form of
payment. I don’t use this method and wrote
to  the seller asking if he would accept a
cheque if I were the successsful bidder which
he said he would do. In our exchanges the
seller turned out to be a wireless collector I
had once known, who years ago had made
me an offer on my Marconi. I therefore
joked to him that maybe one day another
very early Marconi scientific might come
up for sale on eBay and that we could bid
against each other for it! That was the end
of our communication as I was outbid on
the catalogue he had up  for auction.

Another onel
Two weeks after my exchange with
the catalogue seller, I found on eBay 3
one valve wireless made by, yes, The
Marconi Scientific Instrument Co.!

It had a starting price of £4.99 with
no reserve. So I put in a bid to  start the
bal l  rolling, for  th is o ld  and very rare,
Marconi. Next day someone in France
made a bid. The bid didn’t go slw high
to  outbid me, but leaped up to £6.50!
Unbelievable that someone only thought
this item was worth that paltry sum.

cm or. wru- up on
» THE MAROONI

SCIENTIFIC UNIT SYSTEM

"tweaks...“m :r......n-r m m

But then, maybe this was a rich Frenchman
just testing my water’? Would he wait in
t he  undergrowth, as many  d o  o n  eBay, for
the 9 days to  pass and seconds before
t he  bidding ended, leap o n  h is  broadband
connection and put in his huge bid and
knock me for six in the closing seconds?

On the fifth day the very same person
who had outbid me on the catalogue two
weeks previously made two smallish bids
for this Marconi and left it at that. Rather _
odd amounts to bid I thought but I was still
the highest bidder and “The game was now
afoot," a s  Sherlock Holmes used to say!

On eBay, it's not only, “Let the buyer
beware," but “Let the seller beware.“
Beware that he gets some advice on
what he is selling before committing
the items without reserve (or badly
described as this Marconi was).

The seller had described it as being
possibly some voltage divider and he could
be forgiven for that description because
the large studded central tapped switch
was engraved as ‘Main adjustment.’ No
reference to wireless or tuning was engraved
anywhere the front panel, other than A
and E. Jus t  Main  and fine adjustment,
Strengthen and Intensifier, the latter being
the reaction control by van‘ometer.

In the last 7 seconds of bidding three
more put in what I considered to  be modest
bids, so I am glad to report that this
particular little Marconi stays in the UK.

l was of two minds about this receiver at
first (dated c1922) for in addition to  the V24
valve holder there is a 4 pin valve holder. First
thoughts were that someone had converted
it to a 2 valve set but the 4 pin base is wired
i n  parallel wi th t he  V24. Anodes t o  anodes,
grids to grids. On careful examination the
fading systoflex wiring on this 4 pin holder
seem as old as the original. Marconi used a
yellowish systoflex on their early receivers
and this 4 pin holder is wired in the same
type/joints as in my 5 unit receiver, which
is  completely original i n  all respects. So,
quite a puzzle. As an alternative to using the
V24 valve, just plug in a PI type instead!

Another interesting feature is that there is
very little height under the large tapped tuning
coil to mount an air spaced condenser for
fine tuning, so a low profile disc condenser
made b y  the  Radio Communications 00., is
used. (Patent No.25621. applied for in 1922).

RC 00.  was one of the original 6
companies together with Marconi which
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formed the British Broadcasting Company in
1922. They also made spark transmitters.
RC Co. had over 60 patents taken
out in the early 1920's. some jointly
with John  Scott Taggart who  in  1920,
was head of their patent office.

So that is the story of The Marconi
Scientific Instnrment Co. Twice!
Maybe, one day back in that old Antique
shop in Norbury (if it is still there), or in
an old street market I might have yet
another lucky “Find of a lifetime.’
Somehow I doubt it, as my slippers these
days are far more comfortable than my
old walking boots ever were. But then
again. there is always eBay to make it, The
Marconi Scientific Instrument Co. Thricell

email: Animation®btoperwvorldcorn
web site: www.mtinascopecouk
(has my early wireless section)
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Eurovision, the beginnings of global televisionmmm

Early Eurovrsrcn logo taken oil screen

Those readers who fought their way through
'An Unofficial History of Television‘ are
probably thinking ‘Good grief! Does he never
stop?’ And to be fair, after nearly 20,000
words you would think that a rest might be
i n  order, but no .  N o  sooner does the  ink
dry than some other project presents itself
and I'm of! finding sources of information
and pictures and where possible talking to
people who were involved. To some extent
the student notes which were a source for
the previous series are part of the bais for
this one-oft article but also the fact that
our own Ralph Banett was heavily involved
in those first experimental transmissions
and the development of a permanent
service over the next few years made it
imperative that the story be told and I 'm
grateful to him for his notes and pictures
which form the background to this article.

I suspect that in line with the various
experiments in long distance television
transmission before and  after the war, a cross
channel link was very much in the minds
of those at the BBC and in the radio and
television services of many of the European
countries that were getting back on their
feet after the hostilities. To be fair, mainland
Europe had suffered massive destruction and
the BBC, unlike its European counterparts,
was building on a well established base
and with a tremendous amount of goodwill
gained from its service to the nation and the
people of Europe and beyond during the war.
Television transmission was being rolled out
from London and by the 1950’s a regular
schedule of programming was becoming part
of the growing number of viewers’ way of life.

Pre computer generated logo

Co—operation between Britain and Europe
began with the establishment of an Anglo-
French TV Liaison Committee in November
1950. This move followed a couple of outside
broadcasts carried out by the BBC from
Calais. It was the first time pictures from
another country had been brought live to
viewers in their homes from a point outside
the UK, crossing an international boundary.
However these programmes were only seen
in the UK as France was yet to  develop its TV
network. Its only transmitters were in Paris
and to link Calais to  Paris as well as London
would have been beyond the joint resources
of both RTF and the BBC.  Also, at  that  time,
both organisations were operating at different
line standards. with t he  French running at
819  lines and,  unlike now, there was n o
direct technical means of convening the
vision signals from one standard to another.

From the BBC's point of view even this
early link from Calais was a most ambitious
project. It meant despatching a large Outside
Broadcast team with all its equipment to
Calais and setting up  a series of point to
point radio links between Calais and London.
BVWS member Ralph Barrett was part of
the team at the start of the link which was
located at the Hotel de \fille at Calais. The
other end of the cross channel link was
one of the radar towers on top of the cure
at Swingate near Dover. The link used a
frequency of 4,5ooMHz. The dish can just
about be seen in the photo on the left hand
tower. The link from Swingate to  London
required three links in tandem and these
operated at 6.800 MHz. 64.75 MHz and
4,500MHz respectively. In order to avoid
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Eurovision logo

moving h u m  bars in picture, a telephone
circuit between Dover and Calais carried
a signal derived from the British electricity
mains supply and this was used to lock the
waveform generators in the 0B  units located
at Calais. The results were very encouraging
and itwas as a result ofthe success otthese
transmissions that the liaison committee
decided to  go ahead with a previously
suggested project entitled a ‘Week in Paris'.

Although July 1951 was proposed originally,
it was decided that sometime in July 1952
would be more sensible and allow time to
complete the development and evaluation of
the British and French standards converters.
The French system had begun to move out
from Paris with its first permanent circuit to
Lille and in order to exchange programmes
it would It'lerefore be necessary to convert
from 405 to 819 and 819 to 405 line operation
simultaneously. The only viable method was
by utilising a flat screen CRT with standard
persistence characteristics displaying
pictures of one standard being viewed by a
Cathode Potential stabilised (CPS) camera
fitted with a mosaic target working at the
other line standard. Needless to say, the
process required that both the display and
pick up  tubes be free of any blemishes.

Readers will now have to bear with
me as my technical abilities are limited
and though a writer and director working
in television and with an interest in such
matters, I am working from notes written
over thirty years ago by people much more
knowledgeable than I. But here goes!

The CRT acts as a means of light storage
asnonnallythecamerawould actasa



Twin standards converters at Tolslord Hill

simple light cell and would give an output
corresponding to the intensity of the CRT
spot. Assuming conversion of 819 to  405, one
has a replica of an 819 picture but inherently
of an 819 stmcture. This signal on the camera
target beats with the camera scanning spot
and produces in and out of phase amplitude
effects which are superimposed on the 405
line signal from the camera which shows
itself as a horizontal intensity bar. Luminosity
will affect this and so if the persistence is
controlled at just less than the vertical scan
time the average brightness of the CRT is
maintained at some absolute value over
the whole area of the scan or picture. The
same problems would also apply to  the
625 system which came to be adopted as
standard across Europe in the years to come.

It is also essential that both scans cover
the picture in step or else the camera scan
looks at the CRT scan slower or faster with a
consequent fluctuation in camera brightness
due to the pick up of more or less energy
over those parts of the picture which the
camera scan lags or leads. This effect looks
like a semi transparent blind drifting up or
down the picture. A way round this would be
to  lock the vertical scans together but since
here in the UK and several of the countries in
Europe the vertical scan was not tied to the
50C/S mains supply grid it was not a viable
method. The problem was mainly overcome
by making the camera storage 1/25th sec.
This allowed sufficient energy to be built up
on the camera target such that the reading
scan would be 1c/s in 50c/s different from the
writing scan before the change in amplitude
due to “double reading’ or ‘double writing'

Marconi dish at Cassel

Dishes at S.

Technical control al Winter Olympics, 1956

is noticeable. However, an  exposure t ime
of 1/25th sec affects smearing and camera
noise but applying pre—emphasis to the upper
frequencies corrects aperture distortion
of the reading and writing scans. As the
contrast characteristic is linear throughout
the conversion it does not interfere with the
usual camera pick up and CFtT relationship.

Well that's the hard bit over so like a
typical creative type let me get back to
telling the story.

Radiodiffusion television Francaise's
facilities in Paris provided coverage and
they also took responsibility for the 819 line
standard link from Lille t o  Cassel, a h igh point
on the way to  Calais. At Cassel the BBC
standards converter was installed and they
then took over the on-going 405 line signal.
The route chosen was Cassel to  Alembon
which then beamed across the channel to
dishes mounted on the old radar towers at
Swingate near Dover, thence to  Wrotham
and on to London. This great event took
place between the 8th and 14th of July
1952 and resulted i n  a tremendous interest,
pushing forward the idea of a Europe-
wide, two way interchange of facilities and
programming, reinforcing the BBC motto
‘Nation Shall Speak Peace unto Nation'.

At a meeting in London in December
1952 it was decided that the Queen’s
Coronation in the following year could
and should be covered and relayed by the
Eurovision network. Following the decision
and through a prodigious effort by all
the countries concerned, the necessary
circuits were established and the BBC
Coronation broadcast was relayed by a total
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STC Dish at Senate House, London University
of 12 transmitters located in France, the
Netherlands and Western Germany including
Benin. The operation was again a great
success and prompted the development
of international relays by the fast growing
number of TV services in other countries. In
Paris in January 1954 plans for a much more
ambitious service were outlined with a series
of daily programmes involving 8 nations’ TV
services in June of that same year. The Idea
was that each country should contribute
one or more programmes to be relayed by
all the others. An international co-ordination
centre was set up in Lille where initial tests
threw up a number of quite serious problems.
Incidentally, following his involvement with
the original relay and subsequent large
scale operations, in particular standards
conversion, Ralph decided to learn French. i t
was to  prove a wise decision as this added
skill helped win him a permanent position
at the Lille centre where he stayed until the
operation was moved to  Brussels some
years later. These initial tests showed that
many of the systems in use were improvised,
in some cases equipment was being
pushed to extreme limits of its operation.
However, most  of  these problems were
solved and the Lille experiment began on
the appointed day and the pictures obtained
over far longer links were, on average,
surprisingly good. In comparison with the
earlier BBC experiment from Calais the
signal was now travelling 500Km instead of
a mere 150km and coverage was in both
directions. The period chosen was 6th
June to  4th July to coincide with the World
Football Cup matches held in Switzerland.

article continued on page 39
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So you want
to build a
standards
converter
revisited
Some further thoughts and reflections on
generating 405 line signals. By Jeffrey Borinsky

When I wrote my original
article in 2002 I couldn’t have
anticipated the flowering of
converters that has happened
in the last four years.

Although it’s a lot easier now than ever
before I still stand by my initial comment:

No-one who ever tried i t  said that making
a 625 to 405 converter was easy. That
privilege is reserved for armchair designers.

I have also had the pleasure of having had
some of my claims proven wrong. This Is
in line with the belief that if an expert says
something is possible, then he is usually right
but if he says that something is impossible
then he's probably wrong. I will point out
the errors of my ways as they arise.

Hall of Fame
The hall of fame has grown considerably
since I wrote in 2002. Obviously there are no
new professional designs since there is no
current professional requirement. However
some of the new designs have been done
by electronics design professionals.

While there has been a lot of work
on Converters themselves we mustn’t
neglect modulators. Simple modulators
have always been within the scope of the
reasonably keen enthusiast and David
Looser's design was published way back
in 1984. Most modulators since then have
followed his basic design but there have
been two new approaches, one quite
conventional, the other very different.

Looking back
I don’t want to  repeat my 2002 article
but it‘s worth recapping a few of the
most important converter milestones.

In the beginning was optical conversion,
a camera pointed at a monitor. The first
electronic converter, dat ing from 1963, was
the BBC 006/501. The signal path was
entirely analogue and there was hardly a
chip in sight. It was superseded by the
digital 006/509 which continues to be the
reference point for all future designs.

David Boynes developed the first amateur
built unit for his own use sometime around
1990. The two commercial designs of
the eariy 1990s were the Dinosaur and

Pineapple. Both have been extinct for some
time and have been known to change
hands at quite high prices. The Domino
converter of 2002 included a modulator. It
was an excellent design and did much to
enhance interest in 405 line TV. With the
availability of  other converters, some at
much  lower prices, i doubt that  Malcolm
Everiss will make any more of them.

Newcomers
There are four newcomers to  the
hall of fame. Two have followed
conventional digital approaches while
the other two are strikingly different.

Darius
Darius clearly didn't read my 2002
article or if he did read it, he was wise
enough to  ignore this comment:

Analogue storage was used in the first
BBC converter and i t  might be possible
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to build a modem equivalent with
charge coupled delay lines i f  they are
still available. Not a practical option.

He has used CCD (Charge Coupled Device)
analogue delays, normally used for dropout
compensation in VCRs, to make a relatively
simple design. The design uses a simplified
2 line interpolator which can either pass a
line or take the average of 2 adjacent lines.
The results are proof that even the simplest
interpolation is vastly better than none at all.
Darius’s skills are clearly in analogue and
particularly in RF design. He has designed
and built beautifully engineered modulators
and VSB filters. Unlike most designs, his
modulator doesn’t use the 1496 balanced
modulator chip. The VSB filter is a nice
refinement since all but the very earliest
TV transmissions suppressed most of one
sideband in order to conserve bandwidth.
It is not important for closed circuit use
since all receivers can handle the full double



sideband signal without difficulty. The
earliest version of the converter rather lacked
bandwidth due to a low clock frequency on
the CCD delays. Later versions improved
this and it is now entirely adequate. Darius
has always been happy to publish his
designs and at least one enthusiast has
built one in the UK. Until recently Darius’s
converter was built on pinboard and was
subject to many modifications. Darius has
produced PCBs for the design which should
now be available. This will make it much
easier to build. The total build cost is likely
to be between £100 and 2130, depending
heavily on the cost of the COD delays.

Darryl Hock
Darryl has designed and marketed not one
but two converters, both under the name
Aurora. Darryl is a design engineer working in
the video industry and has much knowledge
of modem design techniques. In particular
he is a skilled and inventive user of FPGAs.
(Field Programmable Logic Array) Both his
designs use Xilinx Spartan FPGAs to provide
all the logic. They are both fully professional
designs with multilayer PCBs and fine pitch
surface mount devices. Both conveners use
3 line interpolation and give excellent results.
According to BBC research. confirmed by
Darryl‘s own simulations, extra lines beyond
3 contribute very little to picture quality.

The first Aurora converter. dating from
2004, could take PAL or NTSC input and
convert to any output standard from French
819 all the way down to 30 line mechanical
taking in just about every possible vintage
standard in between. Darryl also did a
special version of the programmable logic
to give CBS sequential colour. Conversion
between frame rates was possible
because this design used a framestore.

in my 2002 article I thought about
methods of generating NTSC 405:

A clever approach would be to do the whole
NTSC encoder digitally in programmable
logic. I reckon this will need rather more
programmable logic resource than the
whole of the rest of the converter

Darryl and I discussed this possibility in
some detail and we think it feasible but he
has not explored it in practice. For once I
was right and we were sure that the coder
would consume a lot of FPGA resources.
There would be no hardware changes,
purely new code for the FPGA. This would
be a demonstration of the power and
flexibility of using programmable logic.

The new Aurora was released In April
2006. Unlike its predecessor it is not
inherently multistandard and does not
contain a frarnestore. It is available in
several different versions including 405.
819  and older French, German and U S
standards. There is almost no hardware
difference between these versions, another
demonstration of the flexibility of FPGAs.

In my 2002 article I said:

Converting digits to analogue is much
easierthan the other direction A
dbcrete DAC is nothing like as scary

asadiscrateADCbutl'msti/Igladwe
don‘thavetodoittnatwaynow.

Darryl was unaware of my wisdom and
designed a novel discrete DAC for the
new Aurora. This 10 bit DAC combines
a conventional Fl/2Fi ladder with pulse
width modulation for the lower order bits.
It saved a few dollars and contributed to
the very low price of that unit. Darryl has
achieved what I previously believed to be
impossible and is selling the new Aurora at
$260 (around £150) which is tmly a bargain.
Affordable high quality conversion is now a
reality. I have reviewed all the commercially
available converters in 405 Alive and later
in the BVWS Bulletin. Until now I have

alwaysfelttheneedtojustifythereiatively
high prices but now there is no need.

The new Aurora also has a multichannel
modulator using a pair of MCMBSS7SCA
devices. This approach to System A
modulation was pioneered by David
Robinson and adapted by Darryl to make
a fully flexible modulator for all vintage
standards from 343 up to 819 lines.

Darryl’s converters include other
useful facilities, in particular they can
capture still images to use as test
patterns. Aurora user manuals contain
a lot of technical detail and are a good
introduction to the technology. They can
be freely downloaded from his web site.

David Robinson
David has made several important
contributions to the art of standards
conversion. His design has four line
interpolation based on the BBC
606/509. Most impom he has
made the only converter capable of
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producing NTSC colour on 405. While
the original Aurora might be able to be
reprogrammed to do this it has not been.

In my 2002 article I said:

Annoyingly, standard colour encoder chips
could easily do the strange subcarrier
frequency needed but not the 405 syncs.

In my own conversion experiments I
attempted to force an Analog Devices
ADV7171 encoder to produce 405 line
monochrome. I never managed to solve the
problems but, much to his credit, David has
made it produce 405 NTSC. In fact the colour
is the easy bit since the ADV7171 contains
a fully programmable digital oscillator
to generate subcarrier. The hard part is
sorting out the sync timings and avoiding
spurious blanking where you don’t want it.
He still has to make 405 syncs separately
and add them to the rest of the signal.

David also proposed the Freescale (was
Motorola) Mc443337SCA as a System
A modulator. This is a programmable
modulator that covers all the VHF and
UHF bands. It is capable of both AM and
FM sound but cannot do the System A
specification of 3.5MHz sound to vision
spacing with the sound carrier 6dB below
vision. This meant that two devices had to
be used. one each for sound and vision.

The digital technology is thoroughly
modern, using an Altera Cyclone FPGA
with SDRAM for a framestore. He took the
decision to scale the picture by 23:15 since
this correctly converts the number of active
lines. If you multiply the 576 active lines of
PAL by 15/23 you get 376 which is within
the theoretical range of 374 to 379 lines of
the 405 line system. Most other designs
use 125:81 which converts the total number
of lines or even 3:2 which is within 2% of
correct. The difference is of no practical
importance as it only affects the aspect ratio
by a tiny amount but indicates the amount
of thought that has gone into me design.

David made his converter out of interest
and has no plans to publish the design
or make it commercially available.

Katharine Manton
In 2006 Kat Manton achieved conversion
using standard PC hardware running
Linux. There was a minimal amount of
external hardware needed to complete
the design. She ignored all the people
who said that you can’t do it with a
PC. These people included me:

Some have suggested using computers or
digital signal processors (DSP). Conceptually
there is no problem. I‘m a pretty lousy
programmer and i could write you the
conversion algorithms in a few lines of a
high level language such as BASIC. These
would take a 625 line Image, already in
the computer; and convert it to a 405 line
Image, also within the compute» And there’s
the snag. You still need to get the picture
in and out and you have to ensure that the
computer can keep up with the data. Video
comes at you continuously so real time
means exactly that-you cannotputyour
hand up, take time out and catch up lama



So when you say you have built a converter
with a cast off 486 PC I won’t believe you.

I still believe that you can’t do it with an old
486 but Kat has used the low cost and great
processing power of modern PC hardware to
devise a largely software solution. If you had
to buy all new hardware the result would not
be financially viable but if you can use a PC
that‘s normally doing other things, or possibly
an old PC, then it can make economic sense.

Kat‘s original concept was not actually
a standards converter but a means of
putting pictures on the screen of a vintage
TV. Moving pictures are now widely
handled by PCs. DVD replay, digital TV
and streamed intemet video are all digital
sources of pictures. The main problem that
Kat has solved is using a PC to provide
a 405 line output from these pictures.

Her starting point was the MythTV
Personal Video Recorder (PVR). This is open
source software for use with Linux. The
scaling needed for 405 line output (or any
other number of lines) is an inherent part
of MythTV so her main task was making a

’ PC graphics card give a 405 line output.
Linux has a lot of flexibility when it comes

to setting up a PC graphics card to give a
custom resolution. There is no fundamental
reason why it shouldn't d o  405, 441 or
819. The important thing is to use the
ordinary VGA RGB outputs. The CVBS and
YC outputs that are often available from
graphics cards are not useful since they
cannot be programmed to do other than
PAL 625 or NTSC 525. Graphics odds are
not really designed for such low resolutions
as 405. Kat used a dot clock of 12.07MHZ
which rather higher than you would expect
for 405 and gives a resolution of 968x378
with near perfect 405 timings. The sync
combiner is very simple. The separate
horizontal and vertical syncs from the VGA
output are combined with an exclusive
OR gate to make a simplified mixed sync
waveform. This does not have the proper
half line information during the field sync
so it’s possible that some receivers will
suffer from poor interlace or horizontal
pulling at the top of the screen. Kat has
proposed using a simple phase locked loop
and additional logic to generate correct
field syncs. The RGB signals are added
with suitably weighted resistors to make
monochrome and the sync is added too.

If you want the PC to do the traditional
work of a standards converter you will
need an analogue capture card or TV
tuner in the PC. This can impose a much
greater processing load which might
result In freeze frames and other artefacts.
The remedy is a more powerful PC.

Kat had to face the problem that you can’t
really see what you are doing on the PC.
The VGA output is 405 line and standard
computer monitors will not display this. If
you have a reliable 405 line monitor you
can see the PC’s output but Kat's solution
during development has been to control the
PC remotely from another one. It may be
possible to use a dual output graphics card
with one output as 405 and the other as VGA.

The great power of a software based
solution is that it is easy to change after you

have done the initial design. Kat is currently
looking for alternative solutions to MythTV. As
a PVR, this software is actually overkill for the
application and uses more PC resources than
are strictfy‘necessary. She hopes to make her
software solution freely available in a form
that is very simple to install on a PC, even if
you don't have much knowledge of Linux.

At the time of writing, at least one
other enthusiast has successfully
implemented Kat Manton’s design.

New Technology
In my 2002 article I discussed a design
for a hypothetical standards converter. It
wasn't quite hypothetical as I actually started
to implement the design using somgold
hardware that was available from a project l
had done for a client. Like so many projects
it worked up to a point and delivered
405 line pictures after a fashion but I got _
distracted and never returned to fully debug
the design. The methods I described were
the conventional digital techniques that a
professional designer might use to provide a
commercial solution. Kat Manton and Darius
have taken very different paths which bear
no resemblance to my ideas and I have
covered these in the hall of fame above.
The Aurora and David Robinson’s design all
use conventional digital approaches so let’s
take a look at how they compare with each
other and with my hypothetical design.

Input.
Great minds must think alike for surely we
are not all fools. There‘s definite unanimity
here. I proposed several methods but my
favourite was an integrated decoder such as
the SAA7113 by Philips. This approach fixes
the input sample rate at the industry standard
frequency of 13.5MHz. The first Aurora
used the SAA7113 though I can assure
you that Darryl’s decision was independent
of mine. He programmed it using code
executing within the Xilinx thus avoiding the
need for a microcontroller. The new Aurora
uses a newer and better chip, the Texas
Instruments TVP5150A. This incorporates a
multiline comb filter which can extract all the
available luminance bandwidth from a signal.
David Robinson used the Analog Devices
ADV7183A which also has a comb filter.

Output
There was a lot more scope for invention
here. I suggested a rather outdated 8 bit DAC
which in retrospect was a mediocre choice.
Integrated coders such as the ADV7171
are readily available and have the potential
to provide 405 line NTSC. David Robinson
succeeded where I had failed and made
an ADV7171 deliver 405 line NTSC. Darryl
used a much newer 10 bit DAC chip in the
first Aurora and a novel low cost discrete
design in the new Aurora. Both these 10 bit
DACs have sufficient resolution to allow the
sync to be generated as part of the video
data coming out of the FPGA. This saves
adding the syncs in the analogue domain.

Modulators
I barely touched on modulators in 2002. I
suppose I thought that the problem was
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largely solved with several designs all
using the conventional approach of 1496
balanced modulator chips. Most needed
custom made crystals for their oscillators
though you could use LC tuned circuits. All
had separate sound and vision modulators.
This approach was fine for channel 1 and
usable on channel 4 but the 1496 is not
suitable for Band 3 and switching the
channel was difficult or impossible.

There have been two distinct
developments since then. Darius has
devised and published a simple modulator
using only discrete devices and this is
very suitable for home construction. David
Robinson pioneered the MC44BSS7SCA
for System A. It can synthesise any VHF
or UHF output frequency from a standard
crystal but the penalty is the need for external
control, typically from a microcontroller.
Also its surface mount package makes
it much harder for the enthusiast to use.
Darryl showed that with some ingenuity it is
possible for a single device to come close
to the System A specification but a pair of
devices, one each for vision and sound,
provides a much more accurate and flexible
solution. Darryl used them on the new Aurora
with control from code in the FPGA. The
result is an exceptionally flexible modulator
which can be made to work on any standard
and channel, both historic and modern.

The digital bits
Again we are unanimous about the logic.
There is now no sensible alternative to an
FPGA. Xilinx and Altera are the leading
manufacturers but there are others and the
choice really boils down to cost, availability
and prejudice. You normally get most
performance for your money with the newest

-parts and Darryl has used the Spartan 3
and 3E series. The latter is very new and
very low cost. Darryl has incorporated all
the control system in the FPGA while David
has used a separate microcontroller.

All standards converters need memory. At
least a few lines for any design and at least a
whole frame if you want a framestore based
design. There is no overriding reason to use
a framestore unless you also want to do a
frame rate conversion such as 60H: NTSC to
50Hz 405. Other less important reasons for
using a framestore are the absolute guarantee
of rock solid output syncs at all times and
the ease of including full frame test patterns.
There were several different approaches
to memory. I proposed specialised frame
memory such as the Averlogic AL422. This is
very simple to control and was successfully
used in the Domino. David Robinson went
for standard SDRAM, an approach that I
would now use, while Darryl used large
SRAMs for the framestore in the first Aurora.
Large fast SRAM is relatively costly but
much easier to manage than SDRAM. I can
speak from personal experience, sometimes
bitter, of the problems of SDRAM for video
framestores in professional applications.
The new Aurora does not have a framestore
and holds up to 11 lines of video in the
internal RAM blocks that are a feature
of most modern FPGAs. This is value
engineering at its best, using the latest



technology to minimise the parts count avid
cost while not compromising performance.

Additional Information
There is much that l have had to leave
out of this article. These web sites
should help to fill some of the gaps:

www.bbc.co.uk/rdfindex.shtml
Many of the BBC Research Department
reports are available here including
several from the 19605 and 19705 that
are relevant to standards conversion.

www.vintage—radio.net
There are many useful articles on this
site as well as a very active discussion
forum. All the people in the Hall of Fame
are regular contributors to the discussion
forum and have posted a lot of information
about their standards converters.

www.auroravideosys.com/converter
The site for the Aurora converters. You

www.mythtv.org/
Lots of information on the MythTV
Personal \fideo Recorder

www.fothtv.org.uk/
Kat Manton‘s site for her PC based
405 systems. Under development
at the time of writing.

Data on the various FPGAs and other chips
can readily be found on their manufacturers
web sites. A useful tip is to enter the part
number into a search engine such as Google.
This will often take you directly to the
relevant part of the manufacturers web site.

l have made frequent references to
my 2002 article. If you don’t have the
relevant issue of the BVWS Bulletin I
have posted the text (without pictures) in
the UK Wntage Radio discussion forum
mentioned above. Look for the thread PC
as a standard converter in the Standards
Converters, modulators etc section.

Final Thoughts
Designing converters is still only for the
knowledgeable or the brave but it’s no
longer the route to madness. There is no
true commercial market - you couldn’t
make a living out of converters so all are
labours of love to a greater or lesser extent.

I continue to salute all those who have
tried and succeeded in the wonderful
world of standards conversion.

Pictures and captions. All captions as
original articles except as noted.

COG/501, as used on  first
page of 2002 article.
ADC from COS/509. as used in 2002 article
Original Aurora (1 or more
pictures from 2004 review)
New Aurora (1 or more pictures
from review in Summer 2006)
darius_converter.jpg (Caption: A
version of Darius’s converter. Note the
careful shielding in the RF section)

can also download the manuals here.

'Some US Midget
Radios’ of the 1930's
continued from page 9

it’s hard
to imagine
whether you
would have
been pleased
with your
purchase all
those years
ago. They
were bad
times and
I suppose
if that’s all
you could
afford for
entertainment
then you
probably
were.

Loudspeaker and Choke in the Negative HT line
The radio, as shown by the Riders schematic, would
have had an energised loudspeaker separately
powered by one half of the 2525. This had been
replaced with a permanent magnet type.

It’s surprising when components are arranged
differently from the norm: it can make you scratch your
head. This set uses the smoothing choke in the negative
power lead. Obviously it works as a filter just the same.
The choke impedance limits the flow of ripple current
and less ripple voltage will occur across the reactance
of the smoothing capacitor and the HT line. It takes a
little thought as to why you would want to do it though.
It is the same as placing a resistor in the negative HT
line to obtain bias for the output valve. Here the choke
resistance does the job. To the 43 cathode the choke
input is 12V negative and if its grid resistor is returned
to  it, with some smoothing. then the valve will have
that amount of bias. It saves having to use a large
and expensive (at the time) electrolytic to decouple a
cathode bias resistor. Also, the anode to cathode volts
will be higher by not having the drop across this resistor,
although that would not have been an issue here.

Ultradyne and Unknown (probably slmllar
dates, around the m i d  thirties)
Nothing unusual in the circuits of these simple
TRF radios.

The Ultradyne is certainly tiny and even has a
stepped chassis to make enough headroom for the
tubes. Unusually the resistive line cord still works
and seems in reasonable condition, but i certainly
would not leave the radio in unattended operation!

The Unknown was bought at a boot sale for less
than a ‘fiver’. It was complete but in poor condition.
There is a switch on the rear for Broadcast and LW.
Presumably, it too would have had large Ohms, in a
resistive mains cable, to  make it work on 220-230\/.
I think it’s safer to ‘convert’ it to 110-120V, using an
internal mains dropper, as the chassis has room.
Both celluloid dials have dial lights so it
looks quite pretty in the evening.
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Performance and Conclusions
To wrap this up I did a group test of these radios.
All need a good aerial (over 30ft) to pick up many
stations. The Clarion did pick up several continentals
well with this. I had expected the Columbia, with
its l F  amplifier, to be the best but it was much less
sensitive than the Clarion. Both radios only have two
IF tuned circuits and that in the Clarion looks more
sophisticated, being screened and wound with Litz
wire (I don’t know what’s used in the Columbia).
Also, perhaps the Pentagrid frequency changer is
more efficient and then the higher HT voltage may
squeeze more gain. Of course I may still not have
got the Columbia correct and working to its bestl

As for the TRF’s,about what you would expect
in picking up Local stations reasonably well with
little selectivity. l was surprised by the “Unknown"
on LW Radio 4. it really was quite pleasant to
listen to with no heterodyne whistle that seems
common on many low quality Superhets.

So interesting radios to work on and not quite as
simple to understand as you might initially think.

It’s hard to imagine whether you would have been
pleased with your purchase all those years ago. They
were bad times and I suppose if that‘s all you could
afford for entertainment then you probably were. But
no doubt when things picked up they were replaced
within a couple of years. Now they are a pleasing
curiosity (like us ‘ole’ radio men according to my
wifel) and not something you will power up often.
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Being fairy—stories told to the Author as a young engineer
by Ray Cooper with further amendments and amplifications by Norman Green Illustrations selected and sourced by Phil Marnson.

In the Beginning...
Historians are agreed that Oral Tradition
Is a tricky thing to handle. Stories get
passed by word of mouth, and rarely lose
any substance in the retelling - rather the
contrary. Consider the Arthurian and Trojan
legends — they were written down hundreds
of years after they were supposed to have
happened. Distortions are inevitable. and
readers often have no way of distinguishing
hard fact from pure embellishment.

The Oral Tradition holds a special place
in the hearts of BBC transmitter engineers:
just as their forebears did. they will gather
at the end of a hard day. and warm
themselves before the flickering embers
of a dying transmitter with mug of cocoa
in hand, mminating on iust where they
went wrong. They also inevitably hearken
back to disasters of an earlier time.

I know all this, since I was there. a
young lad: keeping well back in the
shadows, for I had little to contribute.
but with my ears flapping frantically.
and making copious mental notes.

Allthiswnebacktomelastyear, asl
attended the funeral of K-, a former workmate.
it was quite a good funeral asthese affairs go,

and brought the opportunity to meet old-time
colleagues that I hadn’t seen in years. It also
brought the realisation that many of the tales
that I had learned had been from his mouth,
and those of others since departed. I don’t
suppose that any of them had written any
of this stuff down. so I felt that I had better
do just that before either I forgot it all. or the
old Gentleman with the Scythe got me too.

Upon reviewing the material, it was evident
that a lot of it was potentially too Iibellous to
be recorded. 0 n  the other hand, there are
some happenings that are iust too good to
miss and so, with the proviso that no names
are going to be named herein, here they
are. All of the incidents relate to the years
between 1949, when the new Television
Station at Sutton Coldfield opened, and 1985,
when 405-Iine television closed there for
good. During those years many new services
started, and those will be covered too.

I am afraid that in the following work, I
may occasionm become rather discursive
and wander off into side alleys to inspect
related issues. Age does that to you, and
I can only apologise in advance for this.

What I cannot apologize for is the
prevalence of initialised abbreviations. This
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is an ancient BBC tradition, and the system
would probably collapse without them. Tire
best I can do is to explain them as I go along.

To set the scene, it is necessary to give
a little factual description of how Sutton
Coldfieid was arranged in those far—oft
days of 1949, when the station came on
the air for the first time and brought the
curse of television upon the Midlands.
Although it will break up the time sequence
somewhat, I’ll start off by concentrating
on the 405-Iine television story...

To begin. you may be puzzled by the total
lack of reference to reserve transmitters. This
is because. in the beginning. there weren’t
any. In those very earty days nobody was
making medium power TV transmitters
suitable for standby use, and it was clearly
an uneconomic proposition to install a
complete duplicate high power transmitter
system. This absence was occasionally to
have dire consequences, as we shall see.

Let us begin as we mean to go on...
The opening ceremony, a most lavish affair.
wm scheduled to take place at 8 pm.
on the evening of Saturday, the 17th of
December 1949. The opening speeches
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were given b y  the Postmaster General (the
Right Hon. Wilfred Paling, P.C., MP.) and the
Vice-Chain'nan of the B.B.C. (the Dowager
Marchioness of  Reading, G.B.E.)., with
other local notables such as the Mayor in
attendance. Fur coats and Mayoral regalia
were much in evidence. After such a build-
up, it was a great shame that immediately
before the ceremony. one of the main HT
rectifier valves (which were all mercury-vapour
in those days, and therefore temperamental)
expired, and pu t  t he  transmitter off the air
for twenty minutes or so. This event seemed
to  set the tone for the following few years.

Take five, Chaps. . .
In the very earliest days, there occurred
a minor incident, which revealed quite
conclusively that all possible eventualities
had not been foreseen. Picture the scene: the
desk TA had settled down for  t he  evening,
and was about halfway through watching a
nice costume drama. (Quality monitoring was
taken very seriously in those days). Suddenly
an unintelligible strangulated voice issued from
the loudspeaker beside him. The performers
in the costume drama had evidently heard it
and understood, for it had an immediate effect
on them. Most of them immediately shambled
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off the set, fumbling for  concealed packets of
cigarettes. One of them was heard to pass a
distinctly non-period remark. A few moments
later, all o f  t he  lighting o n  the  set went
down,  leaving the  scene in semi-darkness.

The TA was rather uneasy about all this,
but concluded that this might be the work
of a modern and therefore trendy producer
After a minute or more had passed in total
silence, however, h e  felt impelled t o  ring u p
the Palace and find out what was going on.

“Ah. .. there doesn’t seem to be much
action going on in this play. does there?"

“It's all right, old boy. The transmitters
broke, s o  the  cast have all pushed
off to the canteen ‘til it’s fixed."

“Ah, s o  you’re off. But t he  problem
here seems to be that we aren’t..."

“Um. . .  Get back t o  you o n
this one, o ld  boy. . . "

This was the way things had always been
done at  the Palace, u p  to that t ime. There was
n o  viable system of  telerecording i n  existence,
so all performances, even the repeats, were
done live. With only one transmitter in service,
if it broke there just wasn’t any point in going
on with a performance. After it had been
fixed. the control room would presumably
send someone out t o  round u p  the cast,
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whereupon they would all troop quietly back,
and the production would resume from
where it had left off, in a gentlemanly way.

A new memo detailing breakdown action
was issued shortly after this incident.

The "Robinsons" Complain
The powers-that-were obviously entertained
the belief that the main vision programme
feed, provided by the (then) Post Office,
was going to be unreliable, and to cope
with this, two monosoope installations
had been provided, one producing Test
Card 0 ,  the other the now famous legend
“Normal Service will be Resumed as
soon as Possible". in lovely curly lettering.
There were also 78mm turntable desks,
and a suitable selection of pre-recorded
apologetic messages by a BBC announcer.

But in addition to  all this, there was
a complete 35mm film telecine channel
- probably the only one ever installed
at a BBC transmitting site. To feed this
machine, there were cop ies  of  t he  Trade
(Demonstration) films that were all the rage
in those days. To those who have never met
these films, it must be said that programme
hours in those days were relatively low, and
those mostly in the evening. To assist the
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trade, demonstration f i lms interleaved with
a test card were radiated in the mornings,
usually between the hours of ten and twelve,
and sometimes In the afternoons if there was
no programme material to be had. if the R0.
llnk broke, or  required maintenance, Sutton
could radiate its own trade programme
using its monoscope and film channel.

The Trade film was however not of much
use when the link broke on programme.
Accordingly, a complete copy of the film
“Swiss Family Robinson" had been provided.
This was left laced-up on the teleclne
machine - in the event of the incoming
programme failing, the bod on the desk
would get on the blower to the R0.  and
find out how long it was likely to stay off.
if the report was discouraging, the telecine
machine would then grind into action.

Unfortunately, failures of this kind
always put the R 0 .  on their mettle, and
they usually succeeded in getting the link
back well before the film ended. The rule
governing this circumstance was quite
plain » “the advertised programme will be
radiated" - so the “Fiobinsons” would have
to be unceremoniously chopped, and the
original programme reverted to. This, of
course, meant that further complaints from
people who were getting quite interested
in the film replacement would be added
to the volume of ‘phone calls complaining
of loss of the advertised programme.
This was very much a no-win situation.

I don't think that "Robinson" was
ever screened in its entirety.

The Infamous Space-warp Incident.
This isatricky oneto deal with, since
it involves personalities

It is necessary to be aware that, at this time
there was something of a personality clash
evident between two senior members of staff
on site. They had no time for one another,
and the usual communications between
themseemedtoamounttonomorethanan
exchangeofinsultsintl'ieoorridors I shall

refer to them, anonyrnousiy, as A and B. At the
time, the station had been going through a bad
patch in respect of equipment breakdowns.
Scarcely a day had passed without a
lengthy outage of some sort or another.

The Incident, which entered the annals
of Sutton folklore, was one of two halves.
It apparently began on the evening-shift
of one day, and proceeded downhill over
the following mcming. The evening's
events were always somewhat shrouded in
mystery: those participating were unusually
tight-lipped about exactly what happened,
for reasons that will become apparent.

There had been the usual sickening bang,
followed by the alarm bell ringing. Usually,
when the bell goes, the admin boys wisely
left the shift to it. Messrs. A and B, in different
parts of the building, decided simultaneously
that some extra input was going to be needed.
on this occasion. By the time they reached
the transmitter hall, from different directions,
the shift had localised the problem to the
vision Modulated Amplifier (where eise?),
the doors of which were by now open.

Both taking command simultaneously,
A piled into the front of the cubicle while
B attacked it from the rear. A general
exchange of strong language ensued, but
in spite of all this the fault was eventually
detected, and rectified. The cubicle doors
were closed, everybody stood back,
and the transmitter was repowered.

Success! No bangs. and everything
powered up quite sweetly. There was Just one
fly in the ointment - there was hardly any RF
output from the transmitter: Meter readings
were scanned anxiously, but everything
also appeared to be quite normal. There
was just a minor thickening of the trace
on the RF envelope monitor. where there
should have been a nice fat screen full.

it is said that someone produced a slide-
rule, and did a few quick calculations.

“Let's see now: AC. power into
the transmitter... um, 120 kW."

'And the RF omput from the transmitter
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is“. rather less than 500 watts. Oh dear.”
Legend states that at this point A flipped his

lid, and made an announcement that listeners
thought was distinm odd. We will never know
what exactly was said, but Sutton tradition
suggests that it was along the following lines:

“I always KNEW that this sort of thing
wasgoingtohappen.‘lherearejusttoo
many megacycles in too small a space."

“Somebody go and get me a long rope.‘
Well of course A’s word was law, so

somebody obliged, wondering perhaps
if he was about to witness the first
lynching in the station‘s history.

When the rope appeared. the transmitter
was switched off, all the doors closed,
the rope looped from handle to handle
around the equipment, and knotted at its
ends. A notice was affixed to the front of
the machine, warning everybody off.

“Nobody is to touch this transmitter.
I'm off to ring up London."

He disappeared. And that was
that. Transmissions were completely
abandoned for the rest of the evening.

We are on much stronger ground about
the happenings of the following day,
since there is still a living witness to what
happened. When the day shift arrived, they
were somewhat bemused by the presence
of the enveloping rope, and were not
allowed to investigate. They were all kept
at a distance whilst events unfolded.

Shortly afterwards, a procession of
large black cars wound its way down the
station drive. They stopped, and disgorged
a collection of distinct Suits, plus a few
nondescript hangerson. These all filed into
the building, and so into the transmitter hall.

The device was put through its paces,
with results identical to those of the
previous day. The Suits looked at one
another. Nobody said very much.

At this point, a distinm shabby character
in a ‘mac, who had been hanging about at the
back of the crowd and to whom nobody had
paid much attention, elbowed his way to the



front, and murrnurlng, “Excuse me. . . "  started
flicking through various meter readings. Then
he turned and made a strange gesture at
the man on the control desk. Evidently he
desired the transmitter to  be depowered.
This being done, h e  opened the intertocks
and disappeared round the back. There was
a sound of a door being opened. There were
various “humph” and “so" noises. Then his
head popped back round the side of the unit.

“Anybody got a match?"
in silence one was produced.

He disappeared again.
Followed a succession of scraping

and grunting noises, then silence. After
a while, t he  sound of  the rear door being
carefully closed. He reappeared.

“O.K. Power her up."
The transmitter sprang to life. A marvel

- buckets of output power. The Saviour Mac
explained just what had happened - to  which,
nobody said a word. All of the Suits filed
out in silence. Moments later a procession
of cars swept its way back up the drive,
London bound. The incident was over.

All that is necessary is to  explain what
had happened. Person B ,  i n  the course
of  his ascent into the back of  t he  cubicle,
had made use of a convenient object as a
step. That object was the output coupling
capacitor, a substantial article, the central
vanes of which were controlled by an
insulated rod of  glass. This rod had broken,
and the vanes had been kicked round into a
position of minimum coupling. Nobody had
noticed this the previous evening (they must
all have been pretty exhausted by this time)
and nobody had subsequently been given
the opportunity to go in and have a good
look round. Repositioning the vana ,  and
wedging them in position with a matchstick,
restored the unit to its former glory.

Steps were taken, however, to prevent a
recurrence. A few days later. either A or B
(and I really can’t remember which it was)
suddenly found himself promoted to  a
new post, a good long way from Sutton.

Shaving Seconds
This one also involves the activities of an
individual: a Senior Maintenance Engineer
whom we shall call C. He was a very good
engineer, thoroughly knowledgeable, highly
competent and all that (he had been at
Alexandra Palace before the War), but hasty.

I found out about this haste myself as a
young TA on the desk. With just minutes to
go to the start of the evening programmes
(no all-day broadcasting then) his head
suddenly popped over the control desk, and
with a quick “just going to  change a valve..."
he switched off the vision transmitter and
beetled off back into the hall. He certainly
was an exponent of high-speed valve
changing. Within a minute he had returned,
re-powering the transmitter: It creaked
back onto the air just as the contint
announcer was getting into her stride.

I discovered later that he had been
going on like this for years, although not
always with such happy results. There
was always the distant spectre of that
terrible evening so many years ago...

What had happened was, he had been
researching ways of shaving seconds
off his personal valve-changing record
time. His reasoning went like this:

After h e  had diagnosed a valve problem, h e
would of course have been standing in front of
the affected unit. Seconds would therefore be
wasted in walking across to the control room,
announcing his intentions, and de-powen‘ng
the transmitter. There must be a quicker way,
and he was sure that he had found it. His
eyes had alighted on the interlock handle.

You must understand what happened
when this handle was wound when
the transmitter was under power. The
sequence of operations goes like this:

- a switch opens, breaking the 50V DC
supplies to the control circuits. All of the
supply contactors fall open, removing A.C.
power from the power supplies. Then:
I another switch opens, isolating the
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units to be worked on from the 0.0.
outputs of their power supply. Then:
- an earthing switch closes,
connecting the supply rails within
the units to ground. And, finally:
a the door-locks to the units are released.

It all seemed so easy. All he had to do was
wind the interlock handle slowly, till he heard
the supply contactors fall out. The desk
TA would be sure to wake up at that point.
Then wind the handle like fury, get in there
and change the valve, and close up again.
The desk TA, by now considerably alarmed,
would then re~power the transmitter.

One  evening, a few minutes as usual
before the programme start. and without
announcing his intentions. he gave it a try.

it is reported that the lights in most of
the houses in the northern half of Sutton
Coldfield dipped perceptibly. Inside the
station, there had been the most almighty
bang. People tumbled out into the
transmitter hall with their ears ringing.

It was at this point that C. discovered
that the interlock handle had frozen into
position, and couldn’t be moved in either
direction. Something appalling had evidently
happened inside the interlock cubicle.

Someone was despatched to get a
ladder. By the  t ime h e  had  done  this, t he
unit had been completely isolated. It was
then short work to climb onto the roof of
the cubicle and remove the top cover (this
was the only way in). When the cover was
pulled back. eyewitness reports say that a
rectangular column of dense black smoke
rose slowly from the unit and mushroomed
off the ceiling. All of the earthing switch
contacts had been welded shut.

it didn’t take long to diagnose the problem.
The sequence of events as mentioned
must have been what the manufacturer
intended, and  t o  what the  system was
eventually restored: but it certainly wasn‘t
what happened that evening. It seems that
the earthing switch was the first to close.



onto an otherwise fully powered transmitter.
Well, it took quite a while to dismantle the

mechanism, a good while to hacksaw the
contacts apart and dress them up with a
file, and even longer to reassemble it all so
that It worked in the manner intended. In the
end.thetransmitterswererepoweredjustln
timeto catch theclcsing barsofthe National
Anthem at the end of the evening’s broadcast.

Hermite to the Rescue
This time, by way of a change, it was the
sound transmitter that was the offender.
Programme start time was fast approaching,
and the thing simply wouldn’t power up.
The run-up sequence got to a certain point
andtheniuststalled.Therewasnoapparent
reason for this; no overloads, nothing.

A logical approach to the problem led to
the power supply cubicle. A certain contactor
was not coming in. There didn't seem to be
any reason for this: there may have been a
dodgy connection somewhere. or a bumt
relaycontactperhaps. ltneededtimetosort
it out, and time was what they didn’t have.
since there was no resenre transmitter.

Suddenly. the S.M.E. (it was our
old friend C. again) remarked.

"Somebody go and get me a broom with
a wooden handle." When this arrived, he
insisted on being locked inside the supply
cubicle. “You go and power the transmitter.
quick. I’ll work this ruddy contactor." Which
he did: he  spent the entire evening in there,
holding the contactor in with the end of the
broom handle and with the broom head
against his chest. At intervals, glases
of water and Marmite sandwiches were
passed in to him via a hole in the roof.
They didn't want him fainting in there.

At the end of the evening, with the
pressure off. the fault was found in a
matter of moments, of course.

It should by now be apparent that the lack
of a reserve transmitter was causing severe
embanassment. and the manufacturers were
little nearer producing a suitable product.
However, help was at hand in the shape
of a curious ‘Caravan Transmitter’ that
appeared on siteoneday.Thisseemsto
have been the pilot transmitter that toured the
Birmingham area before Sutton opened, giving
demonstrations to the trade, and which tumed
up at some later sites in a temporary capacity
whilst their permanent buildings were being
erected. (There is a slight possibility that it may
have been the same vehicle that was used
ore-war as an Outside Broadcast link. This
unit was reported to work in the 60 - 70 MHz
band, at about 1kW power. It would obviously
have been of less use by this time, since
Sutton was now occupying its frequency, and
by then much superior OB links were available.
On the other hand, archive film footage shows
this vehicle in use for the experimental first
Calais Outside Broadcast in 1950, in which
[um about every available item of link gear was
pressed into service. making this possibility
less likely). Even though 1kW is a bit of a
cornedown after 35kW, it was still a lot better
than totally blank screens and probably gave
a usable service to Birmingham, though not
much furtherafield. It wasevidently regarded
as a Godsend by the beleaguered staff.

Despitethis.thecaravanstillhaditscwn
contribution to make to the general chaos. It
was parked round the back of the building,
and coaxial cables connected it to the feeder
changeover switches inside. The caravan had
its own test load, and it became the custom
to leave it connected to this: the reserve
transmitters would be tested every day, to
keep the valves conditioned and reassure the
staff that it would in fact work it called upon.

In the event of a main transmitter failure,
the first step would be to see if it would
re-power, and then if not somebody would
run post-haste to the van to crank up the
reserve. The test-load was selected by
moving the connector on the end of a flexible
co—axcablefrom onesockettoanother,
so while the reserve was running up this
connector would have to be moved back.
Thesocketsweremounted onabracketat
ceiling height, and the plug had a screwed
retaining collar with a very fine thread.

One day there was the customary bang,
andbells,anditwassoondecidedthat
the reserve would be needed. Two bode,
who we will call D and E, (there must
havebeenplentyofstaffaboutthatday)
nipped round the back, and started doing
the necessary. While D was running up the
transmitter, E dealt with the connector.

After a short while, D remarked: “it's ready
to power. You got that connector done yet?"
“Erm... yes..." At which point D powered
the reserve: no problems. “Right.
I’m off to lend a hand with the fault,"
said D, who then disappeared.

Well,itwasn’ttoobadafault,endwas
fixed in a quarter of an hour or so. At the
end of this time the main transmitter was
running peaceably into its own teM load.

"We'll leave it like that, to soak
for awhile. We can switch back at
the end of the programme. i think
we‘ve all earned a cup of tea."

There was no dissent to that view.
After the second cup, and by the time
the fault had been thoroughly dissected,
somebody suddenly remarked.

“I haven't seen E. for a while. It's not like
him to miss tea. Anybody know where he is?”

"Lastlsawofhimwasneartyanhourago.
in the ‘van. O h  dear, perhaps we’d better..."

Theyalltroopedroundtothevan,tofind
E. standing on tiptoe in a frozen attitude
with his hands clasped round the connector.
When he had fitted it, he'd get the fine
thread well and truly crossed and could
neither do it up, nor undo it. Nor, from where
he was standing, could he reach the ‘Off’
switch. For the previous three-quarters of
an hour he had been holding the connector
together, to prevent it from arcing.

Well. he was promptly rescued of course,
though it took a while before he could lower
his arms below shoulder height, and longer
still before his fingers would straighten
out from their claw-like appearance.

With the presence of a reserve transmitter.
no matter how capricious, some of the heat
wentoutofoperationsatSutton, andcock-
ups of the majesty of the few just described
became more infrequent. Pie—reserve, the
onepriorityintheeventcfafaultwastoget
somesortofaplcturebackforthepunters
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-timecouldnotbesparedforadoseanatysis
of causes. Post-reserve, the staff could
afford to relax a little and gaze ethically at
the problem through half-closed eyes and
a haze of recently lighted cigarette smoke.
There was now time for puzzling features of
an incident to be investigated, and suitable
strategies advanced. The pulse rate of most
engineers returned to more reasonable levels.

Eventually a property engineered reserve
installation became available and the whole
system became. as a result, fairly usable. This
installation was a Marconi 5kW unit, of the
type used as main transmitter on medium-
power sites such as Flowridge or Pontop Pike
(Incidentally, a parallel Installation of these
units was used as the main bansmitter at
Crystal Palace—this site ofcourse had much
more aerial gain than the other high-power
sites, so didn't need as much engine power).
For use at Sutton. the 5kW vision unit was
nenow-banded a little and by this means
its output power could be screwed up to
about 6.5kW. Similarly, the sound unit was
mn at 2kW rather than its nominal 1.25kW.

There followed a breathing space,
until the introduction of FM broadcasting
in the mid to late ‘fifties.

The Ouieter Years
Astime passed, the reliability ofthe old
405-Iine installation improved somewhat,
as its dodgier aspects were weeded out
and various subtle and not-so—subtte
modifications performed. By the time the
early ‘seventies came, it was possible to
turn your back on the thing for maybe hours
at  a tlrne: the only fly in the ointment was,
It was still a manually operated transmitter
thatneededaTAontheoontrol deskto
work it. But about this time, attention wa
given to the possibility of automating it.
This was done as a purely local project.

Thebig problemwasofcoursethe
control system: but various keen types on
site devised and produced a replacement
automatic solid-state control system. using
Mullard Norbit modules. These devices
were hardly state—of-the—art (they were
actually made from discrete components
potted into an epoxy package) but had the
overwhelming advantage of a colossal noise
immunity — a good point in a transmitter
bristling with transients. This control system
would automatically power up and rte-power
the system, and handle any overload trips
on a three-shot bais. it worked well.

The only other thing that was a bit of a
problem was the transmitter‘s black-level
stability, which was poor, and needed an
operator to keep it in line - previously, the
desk TA would give an occasional tweak to a
nicelargeknobonthecontroldesktodothis.
Fortunatety. atthis timetherewereafew
of the earlier UHF installations that were
being re—engineered. and we were lucky
enough to scrounge a complete black-
level controller chassis from an old Pye
Mk I site. This didn’t work in quite the way
needed (In it, black level was maintained
by a motor-driven piston attenuator in the
drive output) but all the bits were there and
itwaseasyenoughtomakethemotordrive
the required variable resistor instead.



The monitoring functions of the old TA
were usurped by another scrounged unit, a
‘comparator monitor'. This also came from a
re—engineered UHF site. and again needed the
odd alteration to  make it work on 4D5-lines,
but work it did, and became the latest in a line
of oontraptlons known generically as ‘tin TAs’.

So by this point, the transmitter was on its
own, and the desk TA redeployed to more
rewarding activities. In general terms, it all
worked well: there would still be bangs from
time to time, and bells would still ring (though
automatically, now). It was just that people
now had further to run when they did ring.
Keptusallfitflusedtoreckonthatonan
average day. I would walk about five miles
back and forth through the corridors of Sutton.
It was not an ergonomically designed site).

The Writing on the WI!
Aboutthemid ‘seventieswereprobablythe
most reliable ones for this installation. After
that, things started to worsen. The problem
was, that when the vision transmitter had been
built, it had been largely wired with rubber-
insulated cable, and this was now starting to
rot with age. There was no question of ever
completely rewiring the thing; it would not
have been economic and the unit would have
been out of commission for months. Worst
of all were the heavy—current supply cables
to the power transformers: rubber-insulated,
these also had lead sheathing. Unfortunately,
over the years transformer oil seeped from the
transformers into the junction boxes, thence
into the cable insulation. This oil convened the
rubber into something resembling black cherry
jam - It still insulated. but if you accidentally
displaced the cable during maintenance. the
lead outer sheath would move but the copper
conductor within it wouldn‘t ..... The result
wa an almighty bang when the unit was
repowered, and the transmitter would probably
be off for a day or so whilst the jammy cable
was cut back to firmer material, and a new
length spliced in. Since most of this cabling
was in underfloor ducts. this could be a ticklish
job, slnce your prime desire whilst doing it
was to avoid disturbing any further cables...

Around 1980 or so, the decision was made
that enough was enough. From that date
on, programmes would be carried bythe
reserve transmitters, with the old high—power
transmitter relegated to use as a standby. This
meant of course that if a service transmitter
failed, it would take over five minutes to power
up the old fellow, and no guarantee that it
would work when powered (it was the custom
to run the old setup Into load every few days,
just to keep the damp out of the works).

Not long after, everything started to change.
Both the original FM radio and the original
8301/3302 UHF installations were becoming
due for rte-engineering. Since you cannot
just wheel a new transmitter in through the
door and plug it into a wall socket, some
roomwasgoingtobeneeded.‘l'hescheme
was to install a complete new FM installation
into an emptied former Band I TV hall (this
rte-engineering was going to require a new
mast as well) and after this was up and
running, to strip out the old FM installation
andusethespaceforanewUHFTVone.
The old 405-Iine high power transmitter.

by this point easily the oldem surviving
In the wond, was going to have to go.

Station staff undertook all of the
dismantling, with the spoils being taken away
byalocalscraprnerchant. Manyofthestat'f
werehappytoseeitall go—onecouldsee
people working off old grudges against the
gear as they sailed into it with hacksaws and
oxyacetylene cutters - though personally I
feltalittleregret-itwas, afterall, ahistoric
artefact and parts of it, at least, should have
been preserved. The problem was, the thing
was simply too damned big for any museum
to display more than a passing interest.

filming Down the Mck
With the old high-power unit gone, there was
now no standby for the medium-power units
that were carrying the service. In order to
givesomesortafastandby, provisionswere
made that had a slightly farcical flavour.

Somebody produmd an antique S.T.&C.
CG1 Band I TV transmitter, which had
been used for training purposes at Wood
Norton, the BBC's Engineering and Training
DepartmentTheseunitswereratedata
modest SOD-Watts peak white power output
- a bit of a comedown after 40 kilowattsl Our
specimen was tuned up for Band I channel 4,
and the unit installed in an extra-wide corridor
(an area always known in Sutton penance
as the 200', for some inscnltable reason).
Initially, the thing really was plugged into a
13-amp wall socket, and was used only as a
standby for the medium-power transmitters.

The odd thing was that, when in use and
giving its mighty output of not much more
than one-hundredth of the original output
power, there were few viewer complaints.
Maybe there were just very few viewers
lefton405lines inthosedays, and maybe
those viewers blamed their sets rather than
the broadcasters (“WelL it's old, innit. it
doesn‘t owe me nothink"). The public were
never told that these power reductions were
taking place, so saw no need to complain.
Or maybe the setup really did give usable
results: after all. sets of that period were
greatly more sensitive than those of 1949.
Perhaps a slightly more discriminating user
oftheoutputwastheBand Itelevisionrelay
at Hereford, which re-radiated pictures from
Sutton — although over 50 miles away, it
continued to radiate satisfactory pictures even
when Sutton was using the low-power setup.

The final ignominy followed - the low—power

medium-power one as standby. In order to do
this, it was ‘automated’ — namely, switched
on and off with a time switch. If programmes
over-ran, they were simply chopped (unless
somebody remembered to press the over-
ride button). Again, there were no complaints.
Serious thought was given to eliminating the
medium power transmitters, and another
antique 0G1 was located and pressed into
serviceasastandby. Oncethisbemme
available. the medium-power transmitters
were scrapped. The space vacated by these
was not immediately required, but ultimately
all entries to the space from within the
building were bricked up, an exterior door
provided. and the space rented to NTL,
who used it for their Classic FM service.

Ultimately the 405-llne service came to an
end in January 1985. The 661  transmitter,
believed to have been the last 405-line
transmitter to close down, was offered to
and accepted by the Birmingham Science
Museum in Steelhouse Lane. There It was
for a while on public display, along with
other broadcast items such as a pro-war
Marconi-Stills magnetic recorder: and a
BBC-designed and built analogue standards
converter. Shortage of space eventually
caused it to be withdrawn and put Into storage
—the museum has since moved site, and
itisnotknown ifthetransmittersurvives.

The other 061 was dismantled by
BVWS members Phil Morrison 8i T‘lm
Wander for preservation at the Vlntage
Wireless Museum at Dulwich.

‘In eighteen months, medium-
wave broadcasting will be dead...’

Well. that was one remark passed when
FM broadcasting started in eamest. Like
many such comments it perhaps contained
an element of wishful thinking: most of the
medium-wave transmitting stations were pre-
war and needed refurbishing if not downright
re—engineering: why not replace it all with
modern F M  stuff? Automatic gear, much more
efficient, no large aerial arrays to blow down...

With hindsight of course one can see why
it didn't happen. The ‘transistor portable’
boom that effectively saved medium wave
had not then started. FM wasn’t much use
for the car radios of that period. Consumer
resistance to mshing out and spending good
money on a new receiver had never been
higher. The early FM sets were not easy to
tune, compared with their MW counterparts.

So FM in those days was a minority sport,
indulged in only by those who couldn’t bear
to listen to the cacophony that the medium-
wave band was becoming during the evening.

At this time, the Sutton buildings were
subjected to a massive expansion. A new
FM hall was built in the space between the
building and mast, and a new massive ‘Band
lll’ hall alongside it. In those pre-ITV days, it
was felt that when the second BBC TV service
came along, Band III was where it would
be going. Wrong, of course. The hall stayed
empty, apart from junk storage. until BBC 2
carrre along in the sixties. However if you
looked carefully at the lighting supply switch
and fuse boards, you would see items labelled
‘Band III Hall' even as late as the ‘nineties.

This expansion explains one or two
architectural oddities about the building
interior - for example, if you walk along
a certain interior corridor you will see, on
one wall, bricked-up exterior windows.
complete with windowsills and drips.

The FM Tluismitters
The new transmitters were supplied by S.T.&C.
and were. in some respects. eccentric devices
andsofittinginfairlywellw'rththeethosof
the site. It was a parallel-pair installation:
two transmitters per service, nominally
10kW per transmitter, and in those days of
course labelled ‘Home', ‘Ught‘ and ‘Thlrd'.

One transmitter for a service was combined
with the corresponding unils for the other
services, and fed to one«half of the aerial
array.‘l'heotherunitshadtheirownseparate



combinerfeedingtheotherhalfofthearray.
The system thus had redundancy, a transmitter
could fail and the remaining unit would cany
the service. albeit at reduced power (quarter
power. in fact: half the transmitter power
waslost.aswellashalfoftheaerialgain).

The transmitters were originally specified
for unattended operation, but never proved to
be quite reliable enough for that: the best that
was achieved was a period quaintly known
a the ‘UGH' (UnGuarded Hour) which ran for
the short period during which programmes
werestillbeing broadcastandtherewano
stall presence (some programmes could
start at 7 am. - others might run until 1 am.)
During these periods, transmitters were run
by remote control from a staffed Medium-
wavesite-Droitwich, inthecaseofSutton.
There was only limited control; units could be
switched off if misbehaving, or programme
feeds or drives could be changed over. It was
accepted that anything in the nature of a major
fault would simply have to wait until the shift
staff anived at 08:00 before being rectified.

The Coming of stereo
Early experiments with stereo were made, of
course. in the late fifties They consisted of
transmitting one channel using the TV sound
drannel,andtheotherchannelononeofthe
radio services. Programme material mostly
seemed to consist of ping-pong matches.
and trains running across your mantelpiece.
The entertainment value of this being low, and
theshortcomingsofthe method apparentto
all, it was something of a relief when the BBC
announwd in the early ‘sixties that further
experiments would be made using the Zenith-
GEsystemlwhichitattt'ierestoftheworld
were starting to use) on one ofthe FM services.

Mostly these experiments were made from
the Wrotham transmitter. The advantage of
doing this was that distances were short - both
for engineers commuting between specialist
London departments and the station site,
and for the programme signals themselves.

It became apparent quite quickly that the
system was a worker, but that programme
distribution was going to be somewhat of a
problem. The Post Office had provided a pair
of programme landlines from Broadwsting
House to Wrotham, guaranteed balanced
both for frequency and phase response. (If
thephaseresponseofthetwolinesisnot
matched, mysterious shifts of stereo image
result for listeners). The problem ws that
keeping the lines matched was likely to prove
an expensive business: bearable for lines to
Wrotham. butnotsoforanational networkof
programme distribution. The first step towards
this network was announced in the mid ‘sixties.
when regular programmes were announced
for Radio 3 only, initially from three stations.
Wrotham, Sutton Coldfield and Holme Moss.

The ultimate solution to the programme
distribution problem was to 90 digital. with the
first iii-channel PCM system. But this was
still afairway ahead, with much development
work to be completed first. Some stopgap
system would have to be devised, and at
minimum expense (a normal BBC criterion).

The slightly weird stopgap that resulted
was made possible by an experirnenmt
VHF-FM receiver that had been devised by

some department or other (Research?) This
receiver used a pulse-counting discriminator
rather than the more normal Foster-Sealey
or Ratio Discriminator. In order to make a
pulse-counter work efficiently, a low value of
intermediate frequency is needed. and this
unit used 1MHz. How would it be, somebody
thought, ifwesawedthlsreceiverapartinthe
IF strip, moved the two halves miles apart,
and joined them with a microwave link?

Well it wasn‘t quite as simple as that.
of course, but the final solution consisted
of a receiver site at Whipsnade. where the
output of Wrotham was received off-air by
the front half of this sundered receiver. This
gave a 1MHz frequency-modulated sine
wave output, which was fed into a Pye M715
microwave link Its 7GHz output signal m
beamed northwards to an intermediate site
at Whichford Hill, where the SHF signal was
transposed to a new frequency, amplified
and shot on its way to Sutton Coldfield. Here
If'relatterhalfotthereoeiverlayinwaitto
dernodulate the output from a Pye link receiver.
Theonward pathfrom Sutton to HolmeMoss
was accomplished in a similar manner.

It all worked surprisingly well. The only fly
In the ointment was the intermediate site at
Whichford Hill: in order to get an unobstructed
pathtoSutton.thereceivedishatthelatter
had to be sited at a good height: halfway up
memfiheothersnagwasthatoneofthe
pathsatWhicl-rford passedthroughabeltof
trees; no problem in the winter months, but
Ihiscausedseverefading inthesummerif
the leaves got wet. Unfortunately the trees
had a Preservation Order on them, and
could not be lopped. Ultimately, when this
link was re-engineered to handle the PCM
distribution chain, Whichford had to go, and
the link became four hops: Swalns Lane (North
London. where the PCM signal was modulated
onto an SHF carrier) to Whipsnade, to Thorpe
Lodge (north-east of Banbury). to Merlden
(a Gas-board site, later used for BBC CWR
local radio also) and so to Sutton. With this
arrangement the receive dish at Sutton could
be lowered to a more reasonable height.

Sutton was fortunate in its choice of the
ST. & C. FM drive. This unit proved very
simple to modify for stereo operation: all
that was involved being provision of an
extra unbalanced 750hm input for the stereo
multiplex signal, and a changeover relay to
select either that input or the original mono
6000hm balanced input. Hum was always
more of a problem on an unbalanced input,
but this was mostly removed by passing
the signal through a massive Post-Office
stop coil (basically, an inductor wound with
co-ax cable around a magnetic core).

Stations that did not use the S.T. &C.
drive were less fortunate. The Marconi
FMeivesthatwereusedatsorneother
stations proved quite impossible to modify
for satisfactory operation. These stations
had to be re-engineered with new drlves — In
the earlier days, BBC designed and built
VRFM drlves (Variable—Resistance Frequency
Modulation) although these were less than
totally satisfactory themselves. and in later
years were again replaced with VIFM drives
(Variable Inductance Frequency Modulation).
also BBC designed and built. The pertonnanoe

ottheeelastdriveswassogoodthatitwas
acmaIly better than the measuring equipment
being used to maintain it - what you were In
factmeasuringwastheperformanceofthetest
gear. This situation had to be borne with for
several years, until there was enough money
in the piggy bank to replace the test gear too.

Maybe the re-engineered stations were
notunfortunate-at leattheygotmoreup—
to-date drives. Sutton had to soldier on with
the original drives until its FM installation
was re-engineersd in the early ‘eighties.

The Buzz Factories
Local radio was no new thing to the BBC
— when broadcasting started in thls country,
all radio was effectively local since there were
no networking facilities in position. However,
latter—day local radio broadcasting commenced
with the opening of Radio Leicester. on a
fairtylowpowerasanFMservice.Thispilot
scheme proving successful. further low power
stations were set up, and eventually the
focus moved on to the ‘big cities' - London.
Birmingham. Manchester and others These
areas would need rather more powerful
installations to cover the required area, but
eventually money and (rather gmdging)
Government approval was obtained for them.

There was a story then current that at
one point the Government got cold feel
about the project. and was wobbling about
withdrawing permission. In order to bypass
this possibility. the BBC decided on a fail
accompIi-gettt'reminandworkingbefore
the Govt changed its mind. To this end. a
number of transmitters were acmally flown in
by airfreight from the USA, since no British
manufacturers could provide the goods off-
the-shelf. The stratagem worked, though
the installations were rudimentary Indeed.

Suttonwastobehosttotwoofthese
new sites - ‘Radlo Blrmingham’ as it was
then called (rt later became Radio WM
when the West Midlands conurbation came
into being) and ‘Radio Derby’. The entire
operation was conducted on a shoesuing.
and had to be done from existing sites.
Sutton m fine for Radio Birmingham, but
much too farfrom Derby to give a really
goodservicethere. Derbyitselfisinarlver
valley and shielded from Sutton. and field
strengths. particularly in the city centre
wherethestudios were located. werelow.
Listeners here were troubled with all sorts
of interference. and Sutton became known
jocularly by the station announcers as ‘the
buzz factory’. In later years a small ten-watt
relaywasinstalledatthestudiosthernselves.
purely to cover the city centre. This situation
perslsted until the late ‘nineties, when a new
site for Radio Derby FM became available
at Drum Hill, just to the north of the city.

The new transmitters supplied were Gates
1kW units. a variant of the FM- t  series
that used an all solid-state driver feeding
a single tetrode amplifier valve. They were
InthetypicalAmerican style—overthere.
local radio transmitters are iust a box that
you bung into a comer of the studio control
room, and then forget. They were made a
simple to operate as possible - indeed. they
hadfewoperational controls, ‘PlateOn' and
‘Plate Off' pushbuttons and a paddle switch



labelled ‘Ra‘rse’ and ‘Lower‘ (this operated
the output coupling loop so as to alter the
output power. The valve was driven in such
a manner that it  was almost impossible to
damage by mistuning). Maintenance and
troubleshooting was intended to be done by
an outside firm of contracting specialists, not
studio staff. This being the case, no accew
to the innards was encouraged, and the back
door of the unit was firmly screwed shut. This
didn’t suit BBC methods, so an immediate
modification was to remove the screws and
install a rear-door Castell key locking system,
interlocked to the mains supply isolator. A
small earthing wand was also provided.

Aerial installations were quite simple. From
memory, Radio Birmingham had four tiers
of two sets of yagis per level, horizontally
polarised and pointing west and south.
covering Birmingham to Wolverhampton.
The radio Derby setup was even simpler.
two tiers of one yagi per level, pointing
rather east of north and covering Derby and
Burton-on-Trent. (Burton was not actually
within the editorial area, being i n  Staffordshire.
but there was no way to avoid covering
it, so its citizens were treated as honorary
Derby residents and included in news
broadcasts. When the site moved to Drum
Hill, coverage in Burton suffered and there
were complaints). Interestingly, the Derby
aerials were mounted with their elements at
45 degrees to the horizontal, thus producing
one of the first mixed-polarisation stations.

I n  use, the  transmitters were very reliable.
although in the early days the monitoring
was extremely sketchy. It consisted in
fact of  a set of  lamps on the control desk,
basically indicating whether programme
input (landline from the studios) and RF
output (from the transmitter) were normal.
Monitoring the output had to be done on a
Hacker portable radio (Hacker in those days
meant a respected set maker. not a dodgy
prime minister nor an antisocial web user).
Eventually a set of spares for the equipment
arrived. I was particularly bemused by one
item, a spare inductor. The packet contained
a straight length of copper wire, plus a slip
of paper saying ‘wind this round the shank
of a quarter-inch twist drill to make a coil
often turns, one  inch Iong‘. I wonder how
much it cost to fly that across the Atlantic.

Local radio was a little unusual in opening
on FM only. Listeners on that band in those
days were not  great i n  number, and  the  studios
were continually complaining that what they
needed was a medium-wave outlet. Eventually,
they were given one, though again it was all
done at minimum cost. In the case of Radio
Birmingham, there was a lash-up consisting
of a Marconi 5kW AM transmitter installed in a
corridor (the ‘Zoo’) which initially fed a sloping-
wire aerial supported from the main mast. This
wire passed directly over the main transmitter
block, and was a deep embarrassment from
the start. The field strength inside the building
was enormous, and Radio Birmingham found
its way into most of the programme distribution
amplifiers, being both heard and seen.

To overcome this, another arrangement
was speedily devised; the wire aerial was
removed and the transmitter now fed a
couple of 150ft. pole radiators down in one

of the fields. The mast base pads were made
from railway sleepers, and the ATH’s (Aerial
Tuning Huts) from tiny fibreglass shelters
of the kind then used by road works night
watchmen. The poles were driven with a
suitable combination of power and phase
so as to produce a main lobe pointing at
Birmingham, and two deep nulls centred o n
London and Manchester. which were using
the same frequency. Cunningly, the masts
were sited i n  such a position that the London
null also coincided with the main television
mast. This was done so that the TV mast
would not reflect or re-radiate any of the
signal, and so spoil the radiation pattern.
Unfortunately, the signal could not be kept
off the mast stays, and  these re—radiated with
abandon. This upset the performance of the
installation somewhat. Field strengths inside
the building were new lower, but still high
enough to make faultfinding using sensit'we
measuring gear a misery. Eventually another
site became available when Independent Local
Radio started up from Langley Mill, and to
everyone’s relief this was used instead and the
temporary setup at Sutton was torn down.

Hullabaloo and Custard...
were the official names of the kangaroo

mascots used by the BBC in its publicity
drive to announce the coming of 625 line
television on UHF. This was of course
the BBCZ channel, i n  monochrome only,
and made necessary the renaming of the
old 405-Iine BBCtv channel to BBC1.

Custard was never much in evidence (like
jam, that was for tomonow) but there was
certainly plenty of hullabaloo available to make
up for it. The new service opened in London
only (of course) from Crystal Palace, when the
infamous power—cut incident on the opening
night led to all programmes being cancelled.
At this time, the new BBCZ installation at
Sutton was in the throes of installation.

The new transmitters were 25kW units
by Marconi, and  used klystrons in the  final
amplifier. Nothing like this had ever been
seen on site before, and caused many head
scratchings and prognostications of doom.
At the same time, new aerials had to be
provided, which involved rebuilding the top of
the mast, described elsewhere. All the same,
when the December 1964 target date was
near it became evident that the new aerials
would not be ready on time, so a temporary
aerial was provided on the old 150ft reserve
mast, providing some sort of a signal to the
Birmingham area in time for the opening date.

Despite being ‘a cutting-edge product
by one of the leading manufacturers in the
country’, the new transmitters proved to be
rather unstable and a bit of a disappointment.
Though, to be more accurate, i t  was the
drive (exciter) units that had poor stability
- the high-power amplifiers in themselves
were pretty good, and suffered from only one
shortcoming, which will be dealt with shortly.
The drives, however, were a continuous
source of trouble. When I use the word
‘unstable’, this is not to imply that the unit
would dive off into violent oscillation in quite
the manner of the 405-Iine vision transmitter.
but rather, the linearity of  the drive would
change quite markedly over the short term.

The staff spent so much time fiddling
with these drives in an attempt to maintain
transmission of something that looked like a
vision signal, that the fact became noticed
by the station EiC. This led to the issuing
of  a memo, and ultimately to the  infamous
‘Closed—Doors‘ experiment. Basically, the
memo said that too much fiddling about was
going on, and accordingly the drives would
be lined up ‘properly’ by the shift SME, after
which the transmitter hall doors would be
closed, and in  fact locked with a padlock and
chain, to prevent unauthorised twiddling.

This was done earty on a Monday
moming. after which the locks were
applied and the keys handed to the EC.
N o  more than ninety minutes later, the key
was being asked for, because by this time
the pictures had become unusable.

A lot of the early problems were probably
due to staff inexperience, coupled wi th  the
fact that the line—up procedures given in the
handbooks were pure gobbledegook and in
fact couldn‘t be made to work anyway. Over
the following months, low cunning on the part
of the staff devised line-up procedures that did.
in a way, work. and devious strategies were
evolved which kept the gear on-air without too
much interniption. But to the end of their days,
these original drives remained unstable, and i t
was a rare shift that passed without someone
having to go and give them a surreptitious
tweak. Eventually after many years the fact that
the drives were a total liability was recognised,
and they were tom out and replaced with much
more modern, and stable, Pye IF Modulation
drives, to everyone’s immense relief.

Continued in the next issue of The Bulletin
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A brief resume of British (and
several overseas) finished goods
& component manufacturers (as
at May 2005) part 10 byDeveibzei

LAB-seeunder"RadioResistor"

LOB In 1972, LCRmrnponemsLtd. Woodfieid
Works, Tredegar, Mon. Manufacturer of
polystyrene capacitors, recently specialising
In “TV replacement" type multi-section
electrolytic: and mum-section electrolytics
for smoothing in HT supplies for valve
amplifiers (cuneritly enjoying a resurgence).
Currently (2001) based in South Wales.

LTV LingAItec Ltd, Baldock Road, Royston,
HertsMakerofPAequipment.Adin
1970says“30yearsofemerienoe'.

LaRediotecl'lnique. French eiectioniccomponent
manufacturerin1967. Connected with Philips.

Mail Ltd, 71 Newbury Road, Netiey
Park, Essexan 1957). Makerofsigial
strength meter. In 1964, at  Gainsborough
Fioad. Woodtord Bridge, Essex.

ubgeer. Labgetd., otWilIow Place,
Cambridge i n  1945 a 58). Called Labgear
(Cambridge) Ltd lrom July 1951; LabgeatLtd
iromJuiy1957; LabgearCabIevisionLtdtrom
August 1983; Teleste Cablevision Ltd from
January 1991 and (once again) Labgear Ltd
frornJuly1998. Itwesestablishedciioa1998/39
byLWJones,w1‘iocontinuedaManaging
Director until circa 1968, when Sant Kharbanda
tookover. Sant Kharbanda retired in 1982
andwaereplaoedbydohnTuniiinormeriyoi
Belling 8. Lee). Sarit Kharbanda died in 2000.

Labgear has manufactured marry different
productsovertheyears: radiotestand laboratory
equipment (such as Geiger-Muller radiation
counters), transmitter variable capacitors and
coil winding machines: vvirewound resistors and
mains droppers, aerials and aerial amplifiers,
signal strength meters. TV pattern generators
and Teletext adaptors. In 1971, they were making
backpack mobile radiotelephcnes. Labgear later
moved to purpose built premises at Cromwell
Road, Cambridge (by 1962) and then, in 1972,
to Abbey Walk, Cambridge. Pye Bushes
Communications took over the Cromwell Road
site, in 1972. By 1978, there was a small satellite
factory at Ely. John Tunil initiated expansion
by moving this production capacity to newer
‘warehouse’ unitsatAngel Drove, Ely(Labgearss
home in 2002). Ely slowly took over from Abbey
Walk as the main factory. Eventually production at
Cambridge aged entirely in 1989. Abbey Walk
continued ashead officesiteuntil Easter2001,
whenweallrebcetedtoAngel DroveTheAbbey
Walk premises are now (2002) mostly demolished
andthesiteisbelngre—developedtorhousing.

LabgearwasboughtbyPyein1951(itis
suspectedthatpriortothis,Labgearwasnota
IImitedoompanyandadormantecornpany
-0rrRadioLtd-haditsnamechangedto
LabgearwhenPyetookcverln1951).OrrFiadio
LtdwalncorporatedinOctober1992.From
1982,itbeoameasubsidiary010anbridge

Eectronlclndustries plc.SoIdinthe1991 to
Telme(offinland).ForverymaflyY$3lSrthe
MauglngDirectorwasaMrSantRKharbenda.
whowasalsoadlrectorote.Followinga
management buyouti‘rom‘l’eleste in 2000,
Labgearisnowindependentandioeeiedin
EyCambs.ln2004,Labgearwasboughtby
Phiiex plc,aoompanywhomarketarangeof
“pmternfieplacementpartskirTVandvideo
products (bells, remote controls, etc).

Lmli.H|ng|ey&OoLtd,StourWorks.
Lye, Stoutbfidge,Worcsfin1958).Md<er
of"Electrapex” clothes drying cabinets.

Lmizda Electrodes Ltd, 21 Aston Road,
Waterboville, Hams an 1970) salsa in 1970,
at Marshlands Road, Fanington, Portsmouth.
Maker or power supplies. In 1976, there was a
Lambda Electronics at Abbey Barn Road, High
Wycornbe, Bucks — p0$ibly an American (making
voltage regulators, etc) firm with the same name
- later Semen? Lambda (UK company) Later
merged with Coutant, to form Coutant-Lanbda?

W—tradenarrteofLarsenar Hoedolt.
Ryesgade 51 -53, DK-2100, Copenhagen 0,
Denmark. Established in 1924. Makerof FM
tunerirontends. etc, andcomplete timers.

Lasky‘c Redo Unlined. 3-15 Cavell Street,
London. E1 an 1967 & 70). Established in
1933. Retailer of consumer electronics and
electronic components. In 1974, a member
of  the Audiotronic group of  companies,
Audiotronic House, The Hyde, London. NW9.

Laseo.BrandnameotHertsPharmaceutioals
Ltd,WeIwynGardenCity,Herts.an1946).
Makerofwirelabeilingandadiesive
tapeproducts(e.g.t.assotape).

Lawson Fuses Ltd. Meadowfield, Porrteiand,
NewcatSe-upon—Tyne, NED 96W (in the
1980's). Industrial fuses manufacturer.

Lawsonnhesud, 18 Chuchdown
Road, Malvem,Wcrca1967). Supplier
01“Century99" CFIT‘sforTVaets.

Lea Bridge cm Works Lid, Bridge
Close, Oidchurch Road, Romford, Essex
(in 1964). Cabinet manufacturers.

Leak- In  1947. H J  Leak&CoLtd,470Uxbridge
Road, London, W12 and (by 1950) at 57-59
Brunei Road, Westway Factory Estate, London.
W3. Maker 01 high fidelity audio equipment,
established In 1934 by Harold J Leak, as a maker
of public address equipment The company went
on to be pre—erninent in high fidelity amplifiers,
VHF/FM tuners, pickups and loudspeakers.
In 1965, Leak introduced theirfirsttranslstor
amplifier,theStereo30.TakenoverbyRank
Organisation in January 1969. Production soon
relocated to the Whartedale factory in Idle, Yorks
(certainly by 1973). Harold J Leak died in 1989.
In2003,thebrandisorwnedbrythelnternational
Audio Group (Whartedale, Leak, Quad).

Lec Refrigeration Ltd, Bognor Regis, Sussex (In
1958). Maker of refigerators (still going in 2002).

Leanna. Brand name for loudspeakers nude
by Acoustic Products Ltd, Stonefield Way,
Victoria Road, South Fluislip, Middx an 1952).
At 50-58 Britannia Walk, City Road, London, N1
(in 1948 Er 50). Believed to be a subsidiary of
Murphy Radio Ltd (W.Worid, June 1952. p230).

LeOarbone(Great Britain) Ltd, South Street,
Portsiade,Sussex(in1964&82).UKarm
ofaFrenchbatteryrnakeitLaterbecame
SAF‘EthenAIcateI-Satt.SesunderSAFl'.

Lee Promote (Great Brlmin) Ltd, Elpico House
90GreatEasternStreet,London,EC26n1950
& 53). In 1955, Lee Products (International) Ltd,
Epico Warts, Olive Road, Hove, 3 - Imperial
AM/FM table radiogram and Impresario tape
recorder. In 1957, a range of  “Elplco” branded
valves and CFITs were introduced — Lee Products
(Great Britain) Ltd, Epico House, Lcngtord Street,
London, NW1 (still there in 1961). In 1958, a
range of Italian made radios, tape recorders and
FM tuners was introduced under the “Gained"
brand.AIsoin1958,theywereadverlisinnico
car radio serials. In 1962, sole UK distributor for
“Gei'leral” transistor radios (from Japan). In 1962,
Lee Products (Great Britain) Ltd, 10-18 Clifton
Street, London, E02. Maker of "Elpico" branded
tape recorders, radios, amplifiers, etc. For a
tineupto1970,theyweretheUKdistributorof
Hitachi products. Founded by Gordon S Lee.

Leavers-Rich Ltid, in 1952. Taken overby
Mining and Chemical Products Ltd (MCP), in
1971. In 1964 iii 71, Leavers-Rich Equipment
Ltd, 319 Trinity Road, Wandsworlh, London,
SW1 8. By 1976, it incorporated Bias
Electronics. Maker of studio audio recording
equipment and bulk tape erasers.

Lela". Bland used Iorstainleassteelsinlsand
cookers. It was originally established in 1925
wasrlallmotoragentsandrepairbusinessin
Long Eaton , derbysnire. In 1926, thisbecame
Watts 8. 00 (Long Eaton) Ltd (or is it Wallis &
00.7). Later, circa 1930, the company diversified
intostainleessteeisinksbnAmeiflnideanew
to the UK).In 1954, the company was bought
by Allied Ircnlounders and in 1955, commenced
trading w Leisure Kitcl'len Equipment. In 1969,
Allied Ironfounders vms bought by Glynwed
and In the following year, Leisure also became
involved i n  gas appliances. Later on,  the
businesswasmergedwith FlavelotLeamingtcn,
to form Fiavel-Leisdre. In 2002, Glynwed sold
the (Leisure Consumer Products) Fiavel and
Leisure non-range cooker brands to Beko UK
Ltd (subsidiary of the Turkish company). What
remained of Leisure was renamed Flangemaster.
SeealsoFlavelandAlliedlrcnfoundersentries.

LektroldtLtid,seeAllPoiwerTrarsIormersLtd.

LEMOOt The London Electrical Manufacturing
Company Ltd, 462 Fulham Road, London, SW10
Gn1946—butaisoactiveatleastdurinn/W2)
- also at: Hillingdon Estate, Gimgaw, in 1946.
At  459 Fulham Road, Hammersmith, London,

SW6 (In 1948 and 1968). The 1964 “Trader”
yearbook shows: Bridge Place, Parsons Green
Lane. London,SW6(aisoaireiessI/Voridadln
1965). I n  1967 81 72, Beaver Lane, Hammersmith.
Manufacturer/supplier of capacitors (mainly
silvered mica types but also ceramic, plzsiic iilrrr



arldeleclrolytic)inthe1940‘s&60s In 1967.the
companywasbcugrtbyTlansitronEIectronic
Oorpor-ationofWakefield,Massachusetts.
USAAroundthesarnetime,Lerncoclcseda
factoryin SW London, toconcentrateactivities
atBeavorLane,London,W6.Lemcooont'rlued
tooperaiesawhollywrnedsubsidial‘yof
Transitron.Whathappenedatterthis?

LEMO—connectors (Swiss company/7).

Leo Computers Ltd, Minerva Road, Park Royal.
London, NW10 an 1958). "Lyons Electronic
Office”. Established in 19497? A subsidiary
of J Lyons & Co Ltd (Lyons coffee shops,
cakes and tea). In 1963. the firm merged with
English Electric data processing division. to
form English Electric-Leo Computers Ltd.

Level Electronics, Pfl‘k Road, High Barnett,
Hens (in 1962 and 1970). Founded by D A Lovell?
At end«1970, Moxton Street. High Barnett. Maker
of low cost test equipment. In the eany1990’s
tl'ley becarrle part of The Advanced Electronic
Technologies Group and relocated to Technology
House, Mead Lane, Hartford, Herts, $613 7AW.

Levv'B Spring Co Ltd. Studley Row,
Redditch, Wows fin 1965). Makerot
transistorrrlounting slips, washers.etc.

Lexington. Pickup and audio amplifier
brand name used by Cooper Marlulacturlrlg
Ltd, 134Wardour Street, London. W1&17
Hanway Street, London, W1 (ln1946).

Licon EIecIronicsLtd.Acompanysetupin
1969, by Plessey and rrw (Illinois Tool Works),
to make miniature electromechanical switches.

Ligrt Soldering Developments Ltd, 106,
George Street, Croydon, Suney an 1955). At
28 Sydenham Road. Croydon. in 1959 & 70. In
1975, 97-99 Gloucester Road, Croydon. Maker
of soldering irons. "Litesold" & "Adar-nin” brmds.

nuance) Ltd, CrownWorks, Godrnan
Road, Peckham, London. SE15 (In 1964). Maker
ofleatherandclcthcaeestorsrnal radios,
instruments etc (Including supplierto Perdio).

mmmsemmsumuodsg
(I1 1957). In1958, 1970 and 1982. Bectron Works.
Armley, Leeds. Maker of ”Linear" HiFl amplifiers

Lilg-Ternco-Vought Corporation. At one
time, one of the largest conglomerates. Built up
by James Lint of Dallas. Texas. in 1947 as the
Ling Electric Company. In 1955. the company
went public. It went on to buy LM. Electronics
(1956) and Altec Electronics — HiFi systems and
loudspeakers (1959). In 1960 Ling's company
merged with Terncc Aircraft and bought Chance
Voughtaerospace. In 1961, thenewgroupwas
named Ung<Temco—Vought. In 1964, Ling created
a holding company and split the business into
three W e  ones: LTV Aerospace, LTV Ling
Altec(seePyeLintd)and LTVEIectrosystems.
In 1965, Okonite (wire & cables) was taken over
andthen,in 1967,1heWilsongolfingandsports
equipment company. In 1968, Branitl Airways,
Jones arid Laughlin Steel and National car rental
were acquired. In 1970. the company's slurs
pricewasnotdoingsowellanlrlglefi.Peul

ThayertookwerandsoldBraniffandOkonite.
In1971,Thayerchangedthecompanyname
toLTV Corporation. In1he1970s.tl*lecompany
sddofimanydivisionsandendedupasmainiy
asteelproducenlteventuallywentbanimpt.

Lhk Bechonlcs Ltd. Kildae Close.
Eestcote, Ruislip, Middleeex an 1968).
AtWalworth Ind Est. Anddver, Hams. in
1975. In 1980, North Way, Andcrver. CCTV
and Broadcast TV studio equipment, e.g.
cameras and test equipment. Later became
a UEI company (also Cosworth & Quarrtel).
Effectivelycloseddown bythela‘to1980‘s

Link-Miles, division of The Singer Company
(UK) Ltd, Churchill Industrial Estate, Lancing,
Sussex On 1973). UK offshoot of the US
Singer company, making flight simulators.

UnkSomdswsionLtd-formedbyMurphyai
PyetoprovidemblerelayofbroadcastTVand
radio in fringe areas. first one in Gloucester (1950).

Linn Products Ltd, 235 Dlakemire
Drive, Castlemilk, Strathclyde. Scotland
an1932). Makerot expensive HiFl
turntable and Still going in 2002.

uroliteLtd,11SBakerStreet.London.W1
(wens at Mill Worls, Malmesbury, lMlts —
1948end1967)-in 1964. Makerofcableclips.
light fittings, especially for illuminating paintings.
etc. In 2002, a division of SU —the Euopeen
buyout of GTE—Sylvania’s lighting interesls.

Llnstaed Electronics Ltd, Roslyn Works.
Roslyn Road, London. N15 (In 1970-8). In
1965, at 35c Newington Green, London, N16.
By 1976. Linstead Manufacturing Co Ltd
- same location. Maker of test equipment.

LlrrtonfiHiruLtdStrattonStMargaret.
Swindon,VlfiIts an 1967). Manufacturerof
transforrnercores,etc.0riginallyforrned
brytwopeoplein HoxtonSquare. London,
circa1945.TheyrelocatedtDSwindon.frorn
Wealdstone. Harrowin 1962. In 1962,31
ascoiate company Redpointwas inoperation
nearbyatParsorlageRoad,Strattor1,n-laki-lg
stripwomdtranstormercoresbutmbecame
well knownfcritssemiccnductor heatsinle.

LlorlTV, 1 8  HaroourtTerrace, London, SW10
an 1982). In 1982, makers otthe Lion Teletext
and Teletext/Prestel adaptors. forTV sets.

Liam. In the 1920’s, Lm made radio
components (including valves), batteries and radio
kits. ln Ltd, 18-22 Friars Lane. Richmond,
Surrey. Also Lissen Ltd, Lissenium Works,
Worple Road, Isleworth, Middlesex. For a short
period, Liesen wasamemberofthe BVA. Itwas
bought by Ever Ready (GB) Ltd, from its founder
T N Cole. In 1944, Lissen Ltd (Ever Ready),
Bowman‘s Place. Holloway. London, N7 (a maker
ofthe wartime utility radio set-manufacturer
codeU19).SeeEverReady.LissenLtd(anEver
Reedy subsidiary) was wound up in May 1949.

Littletuse Inc. 1865 MinerStreet. Des Moines.
Iowa (.1 19%. Also (earlier?) at 4725 No.
RaverswoodAvenue, Chicago. Illinois
Makerotttees. Latertaken over by McGraw
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EdisonmandthenOooperIndustries.

Litton Industries Inc. A US multinational
company established by Charles Litton.
Manrfiacturer of equipment used in the production
ofthennionlcvaives. Atonetime, Littonownedthe
Westrex film sound recording system compmy.

Livingston Laboratories Ltd. 31 Camden Road.
London. NW1 an 1961). Later, at Greycaines
Estate. Watfold, Hens an 1966). Probably
established by F Livingston Hogg, who was
chainnan and joint managig director in 1961.
Their new HQ (relocated from London in 1966).
UK agents for several overseas (mainly US) test
equipment manufacturers. may also set up an
instrument hire business. In 1967, the original
company went into receivership (but the name
and assets were bought up). Taken ever by
the Brammer group in 1977 As at Jan 2004,
the lJvingston companies were up for salel

Hoyd(JJ)lnstrumemsLtd,Brook
venue,Warsash, Southamptcnan1967a

73).MakerotdecedeLC&Rboxes.

Lobllte Ltd, Third Avenue, Tear) Valey,
Gateshead-orhTyne110n1948 81M).
Mmutacturer of “Lobl'ne” light fittings.

Loowo- Loowefiauom, Berlin, Gerrnmy.
Earlymanufactulerofradicvalves(1920's-)
laterbecemeLoeweOptaGmbH?

Londex Ltd, 207 Anerley Road, London,
SE20 (In 1945 and 1971). Maker ofrelays.
ln1966,alsoat420roydon Road, London.
SE20 and a member of the ElliottaAutornalion
Group. A GEC company by the 1970’s.

LondMCarriersLtd.SurreyHouse.
ScarbrookRoad,Croydon.Fornanyyeers.
theroedtransportdistributioncompany
ofPhiIips.SoIdotfinthe1990’s.

LondonfieotrioWieColSnithsLM.
Chu'oh Road, Leyton, London, Ewan 1965).
In1950,theywerelasoat240ueenAnne’s
gate, London. SW1 (office?) “Lewcos' itallated
wiresand strips. “Lewmex' enamelled wires
and"LewosoI”solderablea'lameIIedwires.
AIso“LeM<anex”hig-ltemperatuewindlng
wiree.T‘neyhadasubsidiary, Printed Oimils
Ltd. In 1965. TakenoverbyAElin 19$.

London Microphone Co Ltd, 1824
Carnpden Hill Road, London, W8. In 1%8, a
microphone manufacturer (made in the UK).

Long 8r Hambly Ltd, Empire Works, Slater
Street, High Wycornbe, Bucks an 1950).
A manu‘lacturer of moulded mbber masks
for CRTs an addition to grommets and
other moulded mbber components).

Longlarnpe Ltd. Produced architectural
filament lamps and fluorescent lamps at its
Reacting and London factories. Taker over by
Compegnie des Lampes (a leading French
ma'lufacturer) in 1967. Used the “IRIS" brand.

Loriln.ln1968&7o,LorlinEIectronicCO
Ltd.BIlingshust,Slmex—switchrrlaker.
In2w1, LorihSwitchesLtd.Bill'ngslist,



Sussex. Manufacturerot electrical power/
low power rotaryswitches and (In the 1970's)
electroiyflccapacitore metapacitordivision
seemstohavepeteredwtinthe1980's.

the company was known as Joseph Lucas
(Industries) Ltd. Lucas were also involved with
theOentr-alabproductrangefindudingafactory
in N. Ireland). The electronics division was.
in 1972. located at Joseph Lucas (Electrical)

Luwther Manufacturing C o  Ltd (The), pther Ltd. Electronics Products Group, Mere Green

House. St Mark’s Road. Bromley. Kent an 1969. 47 Road, Sutton Coldfield. Wamickshire - they
and 64). Maker of radiograms. tuners, amplifiers.
Lowlher—Voight horn speaker and pickups. In
1974. Lowther Acoustics Ltd — same address.
but relocated manufacturing to Maidstone, Kent the US company Verity. in the mid-90's and was

LTV Ling Alter: Ltd, Baldock Road, Rnyston,
Herts an 1969). Maker of variable frequency ac

were also UK distributors for Centralab and
theirown products. Byihe1980's, Lucas had
diversified into aerospace. Lucas merged with

takenaverfairtysoon after. byTRW(USA).

Lugton 8r C o  Ltd, Radio House. 209-

pawer supplies. Previousty Pye—Ling? Prior to that 212 Tottenham Court Road. London.
an 1958) AItec-Lancing Corporation — UKsales
by Soundrite Ltd, 83 New Bond Street, London.

Lucas. Joseph Lucas (Electrical) Ltd. Great
lGng Street, Birmingham B19. Founded circa
1875? (ads to p26iii-iv. of 1946 “Electrical
Engineer’s Ref Book”). Although best known for
tt'ie manufacture of electrical components and
batteries for the car and vehicle industry, Lucas
also made semiconductors in the 1960's and
70’s, some of which. mainly rectifiers. found
their way into consumer electronics. By 1964.
they also owned G 8r E Bradley Ltd. In 1971,

WI  (in 1954&64). TV. radio. electioal
wholesaler: Established in 1901.

Lustraphone Ltd. 84 Belsize Lane.
London, NW3 an 1948). In 1957 &65,
St Georges Works, Regent's Park Road.
London. NW1. In 1974, Lustraphone HiFI
Ltd, Unit 2. Browells Lane, Feltham, Middx.
Microphones and audio amplifiers,

Luxram Electric Ltd, 72, Great Eastern
Street. London. E02 fin 1964). Distributor of
LuxramandCorpnabrandedlampsanda

manufacturer of lamp making equipment In
addition, there was an ssociated company,
also (from 1965) controlled by Philps— Luxram
Lamp Works Ltd. which rnanufactued lamps.

Lydlate Ash Laboratories, Lydiate
Ash, Nr Brornsgrove, Words an 1947).
Maker of oscilloscope(s).

Lymelite Ltd. Formed in 1948. with afactory
at Newcasfle—unda—Lyme, Staffs (herioe the
name). Manufacturer of fluorescent lamps.

Lyons (Claude) Ltd. Valley Works. Hoddesdon.
Harts an 1969). Maker of “Flegulac” variable
voltage transformers since 1934.

Lyons Instruments Ltd, a Claude Lyons
oornpany, Hoddesdon, Hertsfin1968 and 1971).
Maker and distributor of test equipment.

Lystan. In 1937, the brand name at  Lystan
Products Ltd. Lyiham (Lanes?) Produced a valve
tester. safety plug adaptors and suppressor safety
plugs. Inthesameyeamhebmndand products
were acquired by Telsen Electric Co (1935) Ltd,
Fitzgeorge Street, Rochdale Road, Manchester 9.



Eurovision, the beginnings of global television continued from page 21

This huge engineering challenge was
organised by a technical committee under
the chairmanship of M. J. L Pulling of the
BBC. The network, which ran to 4000 miles
of radio circuits, extended from Belfast to
Home with branches out to Copenhagen and
Berlin. I t  utilised 44 transmitters, around 8
relay stations and 4 standards converters.
One of the most spectacular links was the
one that connected the German and Italian
TV systems and became a permanent part
of the Swiss national network. It carried
the TV signals across the Alps. It ran from
Chasserai 5,000ft up in the Jura range of
northern Switzenand through a relay station
60 miles away and located at 12.000ft on the
Jungfraujoch and on to the summit of Monte
Genereso near Lake Lugano in southern
Switzerland. Made in Britain it formed part
of the 22m worth of British equipment
supplied to the Eurovision network.

With all the technical and engineering
problems to solve, the last thing anyone
needed was some form of industrial action
but seven weeks before the scheduled start
date the  international Federation of  Musicians,
Actors and Variety Artistes delivered a
bombshell. It resolved at a conference in
Paris that ‘all organisations affiliated to  them
and having agreements beyond June 15th
and that all organisation having no such
agreements should boycott all international
relays until the 3 federations had reached
an agreement with the EBU’. It was not until
February 1957 that agreement was reached
and so in April 1954 many of the participating
services’ scheduled programmes had to  be
scrapped and new plans made. This meant
that sport was going to play the major part
over the next two and half years until a
permanent agreement could be reached.
For those interested, the deal which was
agreed on 1st February was a supplementary
fee of 50% if three countries are involved
in a relay to 150% if for 8 or more. When
one thinks of the large events like the Royal
Weddings, then the musicians and singers
involved, these days o n  a global basis, have
a great deal to thank those negotiators for.

Returning t o  June 1954, the  month  of
international television kicked off in the
afternoon with the Fetes de Narcisses at
Montreux provided by Swiss TV switching
to Italy in the evening for a visit to Vatican
City where the Pope spoke in 5 languages
and delivered the apostolic blessing. People
here in the UK sat by their fireplaces on a wet
Whit Sunday and watched the beginnings
of what was hoped would become regular
programming on an international scale.
People on the continent became much more
interested in the medium and the sale of
receivers showed a marked increase even
before the month of relays was over. The
UK’s main contribution was broadcast on
the 12th June and included scenes of the
Queen reviewing RNVR on Horse Guards
Parade and the Glasgow Police Sports
Day and the Richmond Horse Show. The
restrictions placed on programme makers
by the lack of an agreement with the artists
organisations was obviously reflected in
the overall choice of items and to a great
degree this bias would remain despite the

eventual agreement reached in 1957. It
effectively forced the broadcaster to only
consider events outside the studio and
thus placed a greater emphasis on sporting
events, i n  t he  first three years around 66%.

Following the success of this first major
week of programming, the BBC had to
withdraw from the Eurovision Network. I
have not been able to  find out why but
with hindsight, it may have had something
to do with the imminent arrival of ITV but
that is only conjecture. In any event the
Corporation did not rejoin until September
in the following year. By that time the
first section of a permanent two way link
between London and the continent was
complete. The cross channel link moved to
the GPO centre at Tolsford Hill along with
the standards conversion equipment which
by now had become qui te  sophisticated.

Things really started moving in the
New Year of 1956. Italian TV undertook
the massive task of covering the Winter
Olympics from Cortina in which every
Eurovision country participated. This was
followed in April by the live coverage of the
wedding of Prince Rainier and Grace Kelly.
Despite the problems with artistes and
musicians 1956 also saw the first successful
Eurovision song contest which is the only
regular programme from those early days
which still claims a place in the schedules.

New Year‘s Eve 1957 was chosen as the
date for the transmission of the first single
programme to which several countries
would contribute under the control of a
single director. The thought of co-ordinating
10 live sources from 10 different countries
is almost beyond comprehension but the
unanimous choice by the EBU of the BBC’s
Francis Essex was fully justified. He kept
in touch with everyone on the night via an
omnibus ta lkback circuit and ,  i n  addit ion t o
the complicated split-second switching at 11
switching centres hundreds of miles apart,
a split screen effect was achieved where a
small boy in Brussels was seen apparently
lighting the announcer’s cigarette in London.

On the technical side the events of July
14th 1958 also take a bit of beating. RTF
fed the Eurovision network from 2 pick
u p  points, one  in  the  South  of  France,
the other a TV programme from Algiers
some 800km away on the other side of
t he  Mediterranean. The  l ink was  made by
equipping an aircraft as a relay station
flying at 10,000ft circling the Balearic
Islands off the coast of Spain. It was the
first occasion when the Eurovision Network
had been provided with a programme from
another continent. Staying with RTF, it’s
interesting to see from the photographs
the way in which the art department
solved the problem of providing a three
dimensional way to  combine the Eurovision
logo with RTF’s and other broadcasters’
logos. Today of course computer
graphics would solve that problem.

Soviet Russia and its satellite states
established its version of the Eurovision
Service under the name Intervision at
around this time and the two networks
began to  bring the people of Western and
Eastern Europe a little closer at a time

when the Cold War was at its height.
1960 saw 18 European countries linked

together for the transmission of picture
from the Olympic Games in Rome. It
was the biggest network link up yet and
included 4 countries from the East European
Block, plus Finland and Yugoslavia.

A year later and Eurovision was carrying
live pictures of Yuri Gagarin’s arrival in
Moscow following his epic journey in
space. The celebrations were televised
live from the Airport and Red Square to
the Viewers in Britain. The BBC swiftly
followed this carrying another direct relay
from Red Square — the May Day parade.

The network grew and developed and
by 1967 the entire geostationary satellite of
Intelstat was used for the programme ‘Our
World.‘ This was repeated on an even larger
scale in 1971 with the programme ‘Children
of the World.’ The Soviet equivalent
to  Eurovision, Intervision, signed with
international news agencies to enable more
material to be injected in to  t he  Network
and through satellite links Eurovision was
extended to other continents. In 1970 an
EBU Television News Co—ordination Bureau
opened in New York and a year or so later
Latin America was linked in. Since 1974 the
Arab States Broadcasting Union, ASBU, was
also linked on a regular basis and three years
later wi th the  launch of  t he  EVN, Eurovision
News, satellite the Asia Pacific Broadcasting
Union along with the ASBU allowing all these
continents to link to  the daily Eurovision
news exchanges. By 1983 over 1200 news
items were being carried by the network.

The collapse of the Berlin Wall in 1989
brought the broadcasters of Eastern Europe
into much closer contact with the West
and by 1993 Eurovision and Intervision
merged. With the close links developed
over the previous 30 years it should be
viewed as one of the great successes
of collaboration between Eastern and
Western Europe during the Cold War.

Today we take for granted the high
quality news, special events and sporting
coverage we see on our screens. Those
early monochrome pictures from France are
a far cry from the technically sophisticated
ones we see today. The faltering connections
which must at times have worried Ralph
Barrett and his colleagues have been
replaced by a stable network which is being
constantly updated and refined. I wonder
whether Ralph and his colleagues had any
idea of just how significant their efforts first
in C'alais and then Lille would prove to be.

In addition to thanking Ralph I’d also
like to  thank Armi Heikkinen and Francoise
Davies of the Communications Service of
the European Broadcasting Union for their
help in providing examples of the Eurovision
logo and Brian Flowers for checking some
of the details in the article. For those
interested in visiting the website of the
EBU go to  www.ebu.ch/en/ for the English
language version and click on ‘History’.
There is a brief resume of the service and
also the opportunity of watching two video
sequences. The rest of the website shows
just how sophisticated the service is today.
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GaryTerrpest

Dew Editor.
sinterested in PeterCatton’sdescriptionof
hisvisittoAP. and Dick Howett’spieoeabout
the Science Museum (Spring 2006 Bulletin).
In particular, bothoomment uponthelaokof
archive material altered for sale on DVD.

Following a visit to  the Museum of  Film,
Photography and TV in Bradford (also part
oftheScienceMuseum)afewyearsago,l
made similar comments to John Trenoulh.
Much depends upon copyright and demand.

Some years ago a few members of the
405-Alive group did succeed in persuading
theBBCtopartwithsomearohive newsreel,
demonstration and intertude film material
onVHS-ataprlce! Mostwasfragmented
- even missing the sound track in places. I
did manage to piece together most of the
50'sversionoftheDemonstration Frlmasl

.remembered it. However, that was originally
broadcast on weekdays between 10.00 and
12.00. alternating every fifteen minutes with
the test card while the filmed announwment
by S/lvia Peters that “there now follows fifteen
minutes of Test Card ‘0’"  was missing.

I’m unsure as to who should be approached
at the BBC (perhaps BBC Enterprises) but if
sufficient members were willing to participate, it
might be worth making enquiries about further
acquiring vintage material for private use.

Afew months ago Home Choice Video
(vvww.Ghoioesdirect.com) were selling a limited
edition DVDsettocelebrateGOyeussince
Muffin the Mule was first broadcast: product
reference 674405 (DVD reference MAVDO48).
This is  the original film material and should not
beoonfused with areoentanimatedversim. DD
Home Entertainment (www.ddhe.oo.uk) have
also marketed several old TV series such as
'l'heArmyGameJ'l'reSaintand Robin Hood.

AfewUS1950’sTVserieswhiohappeared
on British TV (e.g. The Bums & Allen Show,
TheJackBenny ProgramandTheDickVan
Dyke Show) have recentty been repeated on
the Open Access channels (Sky channels
883 &173). it is worth regularly scrminising
their sparse schedules for any gems.

Baird’s film archive ante-mediate film
system)wasdestroyedintheCrystalPalace
fire while, before the war, ‘telereoording’ had
notevolved. Mostofthesurviving material
was promotional film produced especially for
cinemanewsreelsetc. Theonlyattemptatthe
off-screenfilming otaTVplay—Tl'reScariet
PimpemeI—inourredthewrathofAlexander
Korder who insisted upon its public burning!

Some nems have surfaced, including a piece
of film showing freak (Sporadic E) reception
intl'reUSAofpartofa1938tr-ansmission
from Alexandra Palace. it is worth contacting
the Alexandra Palace TV Society (wwwapts.
org.uk)foralistofsomeitemsintheiraohive
although I doubtthey‘reavailabletocopy.

Ataneartyagelwasvimiatlyabandonedin
frontofapreWarUllraTZZProbablyarmnd
1949/50! rememberwatching afilm which
gavemenightmares-itwasbroadcastonChA
againafewyearsago,starredToddSlaughter
andwas calledAFaceAt'l'heVifindotMBeaing
inmindthiswasa‘horroffilmlwonderwhy
theBBCbroadoastitintheafiemoomBut
Iwasprobablytheonly‘ohild’viewert

I, too, would Iovetoaowmulaten'rorematerial
sinceitisquiteathomeonoidwortdngTVs.

Youssi'ioerety,
NabohiBu'rell

Dea’Edlior
lamdesperatelytryingtofindaradiomadeby
Smi‘thsinthe1920s,whichlbelievewassoldto
anltaliandealerattheNVCFinOctober2005.

H. Smith wasan electrical engineer in
Weymouthin the 19205.whoseoompany
produced three-valve radios using their GPO
registration number 2096. This numbersuggests
mattheprototype,oraneartyproduction
rm,wasatwo—valver-b.rtnotwo—valve
Smith radiosareknown to have survived.

'l'l'ieradio,showninthephotograph,is
verysimilar in manywaysto Smith’s sloping
lrontmodelandwassoldasaSmithtwc—
valveradioatNVCFinZOOS. Ifso,it may
possibtybethemissing link andassuch
could bevitally important inthesocio-
economicsoeneinSouthDorset.(Seealso
myarticleintheBulletinforWinter 2004:
SouthDorsetVWelessmakers inthe192tls.)

lfany oollectorordealer (possibly lmlian)
recognises this set, and knows of  its

whereaboutslwouldbeincredibly pleased
toknclwaboutit. Pieasenotevlamnot
tryingtoget‘rtbacktoUKJ/Vl-ratisimportant
isfliefmttl'ratitefieleandcanbeincluded
inaregisterofsucholdproducts

lnwseofapositiverosult,kindly
oontactmeatiohn©jmse2.wanadoo.
co.uk.andlwillbeoverjoyedt

Wesincerety
JohnRose

DeuEritor,
lhavejustreoeivedthelatestmteofthe
Bulletinandnotewithinterestthepictues
oftheAudiojumbiefiomearliermisyear,
inparticulartheoneindicatingthata
vaNetestingservicewasonotfer.

Thoseofuswithaninterestinvalveequipment
havecnoocosionsaneedfcravalvetester:
butti-recoetotsuohequipmentiswayoutof
tl'rereadtofrnanyofusmndthedaysvrhana
visittothelocalrepairshopandhaveavalve
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testedformaybeadoredarelonggone.
Hawevenitoocuredtomethatperlws

suchaservicecculdbeprovidedby
tt'reSocietyforafeeatevents.

lrealisetl'ratatestermayhavetobe
purcl'rasedandsomeonequalifiedtooperate
ittogetherwithsuilabiehansportHowever
theavailabilityofthisservioemayprovidean
addifionalincerrtr'veformemberstoattend,to
theadvamageoftheSocletyasawhcle.

Ycilrss'merety
WWEIaae

Beam
Maylsaythanlstothewonderfirlseries
byJohn Hollowayonthe‘Unofficial history
ofbroadcasttelevisim'—part6,ofvmich
wpearedintheSumrnerissueofTheBitletin.

Asmallerrorappearedinthecopy,whid1
maybeofhelp.Mentionwasmardeofthe1958
ATV series rThe Larkins’. This was not, intact
relatedtothe laterHEBatesdramatizations
featuringafamilyofneariythesamename.

The‘original"Larkins’wasahalf—hour
comedyseriesthatwmtransmittedcn
Saturday nightsandfeatured PeggyMountand
DavicssoffasAdaLarkinsandAifLarkins
respectivelyPeggyplayedthepartofAda
Larkins admirably-aealoudmouth battteaxe,
rulingoverher herrpecked husband, son, ledger
andmostcfherneighboursintt'iestreet.

ltwasapartsneliterallyfellinto,afler
playingasimilarrolex ‘Emma Hornett‘
inthe1956 film ‘Sailor Beware’.

Asubsequent fulHength featurefilm spin-off
oftt’ieseriescalled ‘lnnforTrouble’wmnme
shortiyaftervrrardsanyonehasanyoopiesof
tl'isoidseries,lwouldbeinterestedtohear:

Decanter.
|havefoundtheseriesofartlcles"an
mofficialhistoryofbrcadcasttelevislon"
tobeexoellantandintormafiveJ—lmvever
inpartelamnotsurethatinfcrmationon
theeariydaysofoolourisquiteaccurate:
si‘lherthisorlhavemisunderstoodwhat
John Hollowayistryingtotell us.
Hesaysthatfollowingme‘tsez White Paper,
theenoouragementtodevelop oolourteievision
transmissionsmeanttheBBCstartedoolour
tasteonfiZSfromCrystalPalaceinNovember
1962.|couidbewrong,butldon'tthinkthese
tsstsstartedasearlyasthat,giventhatBBC
2didn’tgoontheair until April 1964. Certainly
fromthentheywereradiating colourtest
slidesandfilmsboth morningandaftemoon,
aslworkedfclCAandweusedthese
transmissionstotestthereceiversthathad
beenconvertedfromSZSNTSCtoSZSNTSC.
Bysummer1965theBBCweret$lin9625
PALvmichbecamethestandardfortheUK.
Johnoorrectlystatesthatalimitedmlourservioe
startedwith Vlfimbledon in July 1967d
documentariesand “late night |ine—up"were
incoiounbuttheBBCwereshortotcolour
masandcolourWMiichlimitedtheir
outputlappoiogseiflhavemisunderstood.but
Iti'link'ltisimporlanttosetthereoordstraight

Youss'ricerety
Gra‘HnDamm.



The life and times of Studio ‘S ’WW
Revealing the secret engineering log books at BBC Televsion (Southampton).

STUDIO '3‘ ENGINEERING LOG.
Widged for intelligbllity)

26/8/m.
CAMZGlKJsthgtcwletoviewfiMer
istaultyCAMiZoomcormolisnot
oerttralisedieiismoresensitiveoneway
tl'laitthedltlenAlsotendsto creep.

29/8/86.
CAM4Sottagainttisemhg—are
toctisvoltsdritting’IAtIunchtirm
howeverthecameraisnowmeshing.
Tcwemeshinglreadiustedfowsto
optlrrunarureregisteiedwmwoK

4/9/86.
CAMS‘Hooldng'ightlyattopof
picture. ltoccursonail cameras
butisworseforCAM3

8/9/86.
CAM1.FtingonYonannel.Fomdyolk
eathstrwnotoonnectedtoyok.

15/9/86.
CAM1.V|ewfnder|owhigttneS.
SwmpedwitAlNTspare.CAM
1.AlthoCAM1greyscalesok.on
monitoritlooksyellowerthanzw.

17/9/86.
ALLCAMERAS.Mamez'r-g‘mrease
'nrasoumn' andsa'mvlty'” ad'leved'
byoleaningtheMoouesueens!

18/9/86.
FEDSTIltlodeorHKtSneed
tighteningAisopmlockonz

19/9/86
CAM 3.100Hz-ish picktp. mosttyon
Fled. but slightly on other clientele.
Notvisiblewithftllymodpix, so
were ushg it iormw...

23/9/86.
ALL COLOUR MONITORS.
Colour balance eppallingl

30/9/86.
CAM2.Exoeesiver‘ng‘tgon
Greendmteltcttangedhead
arrip.Thisimprovedmetters.

CAM1.GleentLbe.Smailhole
visiblsatmmlelsls.

Fleoerrtlyiacquiredasmallsetol‘BBC
Television engineering logs written by BBC
staff over short periods between 1986 and
1987. lnthis instancethe logsrelertothe
BBC‘s Southampton studio centre called
with faultless BBC logic, Studio ‘8' .  As a rule.
BBC engineenng logs were used to chart the
day-to-day progress (or lack of) concerning
such technical triviaas loosecables, blown
cuebulbsandindeedblorwnentirecamerasl

Studio ‘3' was (and probably still is) the studio
whence emanated such regional BBCtv delights
as ‘South Today'. These BBC engineering
logs (usually confidential-but not here chums)

Mmmlheyaremetechniwtogs
present an Invaluable guide (where legible) of
daily broadcast television engineering practices.
plus trials and indeed many tribulations.

To setthe scene, during the 1980s, Studio ‘8'
was a humble BBC television regional outpost,
equipped with a hand-me—down collection of
recalcitrant colour kit. incorporating tour sturdy
examples of  that much~admlred camera. the
EMI2001knownthrnhoutlhe BBCasthe
'cameraman's camera' . However. 5 these
logs graphically illustrate, by the end of the
19808 any residual love torthe 2001 camera
had completely ebbed away. The lawns

210/86.
CAM 1. Green tube rejectedlor
m.fieplaoedwilhnew
ttbe.0kay.CAM1.Lun‘natce
meshing Startedollsyitjrueesed
dramatically. buteventuallypm ngrt.

3/10/86.
CAM2.LenspeckPSUS/
Cblow'ngmainluses.

8/10/86.
CAM2.NastyslashonYdtemel.Cured
bytighteningeamtagonttbeo/p.CAM
1.Peshingdudng'rxrtransrrissim)

9/10/86.
CAMSt.2&3.Allcen-tereahave
hadringingandnoisychannels.

13/10/86.
TUBE commoner TURNED ON
FOR TEN HOURS Adusted mm
01 CAM 4. A little mm.
29/10/86.
CAM 1.V/thasbogeytop
lett.Tobeinvestigated.

30/10/86.
CAM 2. Slightly sofl v/l. Dull peaking
ccritml Replaced. CAM4. Solt
dueto Mmom track'ng.

6/11/86.
CAM 2. Zoom swig,

10/11/86.
CAI/I2. Pedestal cabledarp shattered.
('it muffin mymnd.guv..1 Quite.

23/11/86.
CAM 1. Meshing badly. Tweaked
alignment so that meshing now
matdles that 01‘ CAM 2.

24/11/86
Sidefilesildeswuductimflnedm
bust.Screwloose.Hadmyattentlon
andsympethyvOKSlgnedOMB).
(amhandhadadded'Godhebifl)

12/1/87.
CAM 1. Ped gassed Lpt

20/1/87.
W2.Zocrrttrackhgcormolchanged
mmedetingombeingmmso.
crapcleenedotllrorrteleme’itotlers.

disapparadintoitshole.Mthonlya
smalbilshowinniedursuooesstuw
during itemtoremevespigot.
Camerarnanwasheppytohaveno
mmtadkysolefluntfltmmvv.

12/2/87.
CAM1.Hetrievedspigotlromhole!Took
frontplateollpart/titheed.Fleplaoed
looking handleandnowOK. CAM 2. Taken
upstairsforrrteiorsurgeryBWreplawd

reg'steredetc.No'-‘rprovementnoticeable.
Badringingonalloolouchannels.

13/2/87.
CAMZ. Earth missingonBlue tube. Put
inneuearthtagandtl'tlswedmghg
maloclqtdtamelsltaeeeedpach
sizeol'leekedbeamalignJocusstil
novast'lrprovementchangedlens
betweenCAMl8CAM2.CAM1.
Oreeplngzoom.Adjustedpot.Now0K

22/2/57.
cmzaaammtawimm
ottciaMaeueriasmgm.
24/2/57.
CAM1.Verybml'nerate
shacinnledchamel.

25/2/87.
CAM 1.(09.00)ShadingonFledd\annel
causedbyviewfindetcchangedlor
spae.CAMt.(14.00).Cameradied
completelyCausedbynewviewt‘nder.

4/3/97.
(18.45).Al|cameraslookingnafl.CAMS1
&2notmatdingincolouCAM3setup.

6/3/87.
CAM1.Gaesodtp.N.LCAMS.
Yestheydoneedaoculine-up.

18/3/96.
CAM4.W$seentoloselrameiock
lnvea‘ligatedbutnoth’ngconcrstetmnd.

23/3/87.
CAM3.Pan&Tlthead
lod<sneedattentlon
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makeinteresting,pi‘lhyandoccasionallyarcane torthis(and more)arereoordedthus...
readingwrittenbyanonymousengineers,

11/2/87. 27/8/87.
CAM1.Penlcckl-tandlecemeloose CAM4.Greyscaie.Megerilacest
andlhencemeollinspigotmidt nowCorreded.GammaLawsdon‘t

natdt.NeedsaOOlJinetp.CAM
3.l-leir—li<eobiectintotHoorner.

1/4/87t
CAM/llAprilFoolsDaylLOtJlfofshadhg
correctormod.CAM2.Fteldblank‘-'tg
notworkhglracedlafltbaduosnadng
cummfilsolailueonpulseboeldot
lieldblanking o/p. Consistent line llash'ng
possiblytromcameraendratherthan
COULuminanceyolkmayhat/ebeen
joggedPictuessot‘terthannormaI.

13/4/87.
CAMZ. (17.1Sish)Viewfmderreplaoed
Mlhspareinaneflorttoreduoerhghg
onaildwtnels.CAM2.(18.30).
Rephoementviewilndercausing
breatdtrwghmpictwewilhsmds
otburing. Replacedwithaighai
viewfinderbmthisalsofa‘ledtowork

2/8/87.
CAM1.PictueMterhgaslast
week(bt.itnottooseri0t.ts).

As the writer of the log indicates
ironically. however had things may
seem, the day is never completely
lost with BBC Engineering on
hand to sort things. Regional
television always had to  make
do with ‘roII-in’ cameras and
second-hand kit .  so the  ground-
rules were laid well in advance.

By the mid-1980s. the BBC's
main electronic production cameras
wsrethe Link 110 & 125 and on
obs, the ubiquitous Philips LDK5.
The staunch EMI 2001 soldiered
on in various BBC backwaters.
but by the  end of  the decade,
the cameras' and was very much
in sight. (It had originally been
installed at TV Centre Studlo 8 in
1967 so its design life of ten years
or so was well into extra time).
Finally, however, t he  BBC kept
the camera mnning at one malor
production centre, Studio ‘ C ’  at
Elstree. In July 1991 the EMI 2001
m scrapped after it had recorded
‘EastEnders'. And it showed.
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Out Now!
Tickling the Crystal 3
More Domestic Brttish Crystal Sets ofthe 19206
by Ian L Sanders Photography by Carl Glover

25 discount for BVWS members ' Over 200 full-page photographs.
_ £29..95(£249510rBVW$members)
, mmpaprorUKmaEEc

(rastofwofldfifi)
24OpagesofGPONo.eraBrtlishaystalsets.OI/erzoo
mIIpageprmograpris.m.asmgsroew5memersI L
mapaprorunmsacmarwaums)
BVWS, 26 Castleton Road, Swindon. Wilts
SN5 SGD Tel: 01793 886062

256 pages.
Over 200 full-page photographs
£29.95 (£24.95 for BVWS members)
plus £1 pop for UK, 213 EEC
(rest of wand £15)

Slipcase t o  house al l  3 volumes £9.95. Buy al l  3 and  get  slipcase free!
(postage £12 UK, 2235 EEO £55 US)
BVWS Members buy 2 and save £12! (postage £9 UK, E24 EEC 228 US)

can:
The British Vintage Wireless
and Television Museum

The British Vintage Wireless and  Television Museum
23 Rosendale Road, West Duiwich, London SE21 '
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Now available to BVWS ' 7
members at a £5 discount "
Only £12.00 + P&P

a t t a c h é
R A D | O S
by Mark johnson

An all-page colour guide
to the Atlaché portable
0 Detailed specifications
0 1 4 0  radios in full colour
- Over 200 additional photos of
sales literature, trade ads, etc.

£12.00 + P&P £2.50 UK
(£3.50 Europe, £5.50 ROW)
BVWS, 26 Castleton Road,
Swindon, Wilts SN5 560
Tel: 01793 886062
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Minutes
Minutes of BVWS Committee meetlng some of the material to the Committee at the some unfortunate wording ln the last set of
held on Thursday 11th May 2006 on the Garden Party which was warmly received. published minutes.
conference telephone starting at 7.30 pm. He also emphasised the need to be ready (ii) It was suggested that some copies of

earlier this year so that last minute hitches Gerry's portrait and new postcards be
Present: Mike Barker (chair), Graham Terry, in production, such as occurred last time, produced for the Museum.
Ian Higginbottom, Carl Glover, Guy Peskett, would have less impact. TM and JE will 0m MB suggested that Committee members
Paul Stenning, Terry Martini, Jeremy Day, Jon discuss production at the June Harpenden look into using Skype, this would greatly
Evans, Martyn Bennett. meeting. The question of obtaining the rights reduce the cost of holding meetings using the

to issue the BBC-Mullard tilm "Discovery of telephone conference facility (which itself had
1. Apologies for absence: none (all present). Television" which has not been seen since proved very successful).
2. The minutes of the meeting held on 16th the 1960‘s was discussed. MB reported (Iv) MB proposed that new membership
February 2006 were not circulated (due, that BBC Heritage had been unhelpful. it badges be produced. slightly larger than
it was discovered later. to rejection of the was suggested that a letter be sent to the previous patterns and bearing the legend
circulation email by the list sewer). Were later Chairman of Governors (Michael Grade) “30 years" be produced. This was agreed.
accepted as a true record. asking that either the film be shown or the (v) The idea of extracts from “The man in
3. The Membership Secretary, GT, reported Society be authorised to distribute it to the white suit" being put into next year's
that the membership stood at 1602 leaving members. Christmas DVD was discussed.
104 yet to renew. 7. The Chairman reported general satisfaction (vr) MB reported that a proposed Bakelite
4. The Treasurer, JD, reported a satisfactory with the new venue for the NVCF on the part display at the October Harpenden would no
state of affairs with the Society‘s account of both stallholders and visitors. Given also longer take place, but would be re-arranged
balances standing at £38,196 (deposit) and that the costs of the last two events have in 2007. An alternative display with a theme
£1,262 (current). been covered he was able to recommend of ‘Recording' would now take place instead.
5. The Bulletin Editor. CG, reported that the that the summer fair be held next year. This
summer Bulletin was full and that the Autumn was agreed. The first task is to set a suitable The next meeting will be held at 13
Issue was about one third assembled. He date given the three other major events Wameford Road Oxford on 21 July
reminded the Committee that he will be away (Drayton Manor, Dunstable Downs, and the
in Japan during July and August. French show) that occur around the same The meeting closed at 21.16
6. The content of the DVD for Christmas time. GP will contact the organisers of the
2006 was discussed. TM listed a number French and Dunstable Downs event.
of sources with no copyright problems and 8. Garden party, it was suggested that some
proposed that a mixed program be put live music be put on, MB to arrange.
together from them. He offered to show 9. AOB (0 The chairman apologised to TM for

We want your
articles! "mm

Share your interests with your fellow “M‘6'3op'”
nvws and 405 Alive members.

We accept: Type, handwriting, fax,
email, floppy disc, CD _ HEINRICH HERTZ

1 Send your Itioiee to: » ,
Carl Glover, 33 Rangers Square, London sew BHR Sparks that Changed the Wodd

Tel/Fax: 020 8469 2904
bulletin editor@bvws.org.uk m n m  Cling m HEB DEERE (Cm)

m d m m m m h m m m u m
I w-fl‘lufiakiflofWa‘ufl-flu-‘npuhm

Obsess ion  O b S e S S I O n  — w m » M n h m - n m d m

by Gerald Wells wmmwmwwdm

AVAILABLE NOW! ”W“W
F t BVWS bers 7 6 m m

ree O mern
£6 for additional copies tendon WIN 3DH

available from Graham Teny. Nochryt‘orerhismn
Membership secretary Infinite-Mum
. andwinebufletaflletwu'd

Opentonon-membeu

Lfmu‘wfiflm Tickets not‘nquired
E2UKor£4weneu
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Back issues
Vol10Numbers2, 3&4Inc.The
KB Masterpiece, Extinct Species ’A
Monster Defiant”.

Vol11 Numbers1,2,3,4lnc.BTH
VFB(1924) receiver, Marconis 1897
tests, Origin ottheterm ‘ZRado
Baird or Jenkins first with TV?

Vol 12Numbers 1, 2. 3. 4 Inc. the
Emor Globe. The Fultograph, BOO
Coloured Cabinets.

Vol 13Numbers1, 2,8Inc, Direct
action tuning, The Philips 2514,
Noctovision.

Vol 14 Numbers 1. 2. 3, 4 Inc. Cable
broadcasting inthe 1960sThestcry
ofthe Screen Grid.

Vol 15 Numbers 2, 3, 4 Inc. The
wartime Civilia't Receiver, Ooherers in
action, Vrnage Msion.

Vol 16 Numbers 1, 2, 3. 4 Inc. The
Stenode, The Philips 2511, Inside
the Round Ekcos.

Vol ”Numbers 1, 3.4.5, 6Inc.
Wattless Mains Droppers. The First
Phiips set, Receiver Tecl'iriiquos.

Vol 18 Numbers 3,  4, 5 Inc. The
First Transistor radio, The AVO valve
tester, The way it was.

Vol 19 Numbers 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6
Inc. The Birth of the Transistor.
Super Inductance and all that, reiiex
drcuts, A Murphy Radio display,
restoration.

Vol mNumbers 1, 2, 4, 5, 6 Inc.
Radio Instmments Ltd, Japanese
shirt pocket radios, Phiioo ‘peoples
set', notes on pianokays, the story
of Pilot Radio. the Ever Ready
company from the inside, the
Cambridge intemational, the AWA
Radioiette. this Murphy tunes itselfl

Vo|21 Numbers 1, 2, 3, 4|nc,
Marconi in postcards, the Defiant
M900, GPO registrafion No.5,
Personal portables, the transmission
of time signals by wireless, the Ekco
A23, historic equipment from the
earty marine era, the birth pains of
radio, inside the BM20, plastics,
Ferdinand Braun, pioneer of wireless
telegraphy, that was the weekend
that was, the first bakelite rados.
BVWS - the first five years, the world
of cathedals, Pam 710.

Vol22Numbers 1,2, 3 ,4
Inc. Another AD65 story, the
Marconiphone P20B 8| P17B,
listening in, communication with
wires, the story or Sudbury radio
supply, French collection, Zenith
Trans-mics, Famharn Show,
Alba‘s baby, the first Murphy
television receiver, AJS rweivers,
Fellows magneto Company, Ekco
R83, Black Propaganda.

Vol 23 Numbers 1, 2, 3, 4 Inc.
Sonora Scnorette, Bush SUSS,
RNAS Transmitter type 52b,
North American ‘Woodies’, Why
collect catalin, Pilot Little Maestro.
‘IT'ieremin or Eiectronde, The Radio
Communication Company, Early FM
receivers, an odd Melody Maker,
Black propaganda.

Vol24Numbers 1, 2, 3, 4 |nc.The
Superhet for beginners. Triode valves
in radio receivers, History of GEC
and the Marconi ~ Osram valve, KB
FB10, Great Scottsi, Riders manuals,

Vol 25 Numbers 1, 2. 3, 4 Inc.
Repair of an Aerodyne 302, Henry
Jackson, pioneer of Vifireless
communication at wa. Zenith 500
series, Confessions of a wireless
fiend, RGD 82351, John Bailey 1936

AIexandrapalaceandtheBBC,Ekco
dun'ngthephoneywanRepairinga

VoIENumbersLZInc. How
green W$ your E007. TheArmIion
Dragon, ()rysta gazing,TheB\/WS
atthe NEC, Installing aerials and

ageEkcostandsotthe1960s,
VolkSSménQSI’WW8ireaW

Swplemems:
1 rT‘ne story of Burndept’.
2 'WW 1927 data sheet’
3 ‘Seeing by wireless the story

of Baird Television
4 Reproduction Marconi catalogue

Earlier Bulletins and supplements
are priced at 22:00 cacti + postage.
Bulletins from volume 21 onwards
are priced at £2.50 each. + postage.

Postage: for individual Bulletins add
509, for 2-5 bulletins add 21, for
6 or more add an extra 20p each.
23 Rosendale Road, West Dulwidi
London 8B1  BDS
Telephone 020 8670 3667.

Cheques to be made payable to
‘The \fintage Wireless Museum'.

Oil and ’TranSfomter 'Rewinds

hokes, LOPTX and IF  Transformers etc.
on ’t expect a fast turnaround, only a good job!
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News and Meetings
GPO registration Numbers
Martyn Bennett has the role of custodian of the BVWS list of GPO
Registration Numbers. As many members will know the project of
assembling this list was started in the early days of the BVWS and.
more recently, has been enthusiastically carried on by Pat Leggatt.
Members are strongly urged to help build the list, whenever they
get the opportunity, particularly as it is something that will help
with the identification of vintage wireless in years to come. The list
is by no means complete and the GPO no longer have a record
of the numbers granted to wireless manufacturers. The BVWS
Handbook contains the current listings - one in numerical order
and one ordered by name. Please let Martyn have any additions.
or suggestions for corrections. by mail or over the phone.

Martyn Bennett, 58 Church Road. Fleet, Hampshire GU13 BLB
telephone: 01252-613660 e—mall: martyBOglobalnetoook

2006 meetings
tst October Swapmeet at Harpenden
15th October Southborbugh. Please note. this will be the last of the
Southborough swapmeets.
22nd October Workshop at British \nntage Wireless
and Television Museum
22nd October Radiophile Exposition at Cowbit
3rd December Wootton Bassett
13th December Heinrich Hertz — Sparks that Changed the World
Presentation by Ralph Barrett at The Institute of Physics, 76 Portland
Place, London W1 N 3DH. Starts 6pm. open to non-members.
tickets not required.

2007 meetings
11th February Audioiumble at the Angel Centre. Tonbrldge
4th March AGM and Auction at Harpenden

3rd June Swapmeet at Harpenden
15th April WestofEnglandVlntageWIrelessfak
29th April NVCF at Wamickshire Exhlbltlon Comm
1st July Wootton Basset!
2nd September Audioiumble at the Angel Centre. Tonbridge
30th September Swapmeet at Harpenden
2nd December Wootton Bassett

2008 meetings
NVCF (date to be announced) at Warwickshlre Exhibition Centre
6th July, 1th December Wootton Bassett

Workshops, Vintage Wireless Museum:
For location and phone see advert In Bulletin. “:00 start.

Harpenden: Harpenden Public Halls, Southdown Rd. Harpenden.
Doors open at 10:00, tickets for sale from 09:30, Auction at 13:30.
Contact We Williamson. 01582 593102
West of England Wings Mrelese Fair:
\Mlland Village Hall (J27/M5). Doors open 10:30.
Contact Ban'ie Phillips, 01392 860529
NVCF: National Vintage Communications Fair
See advert in Bulletin. www.nvcf.co.uk
Wootton Bassett: The Memorial Hall, Station Rd. Wootton Bassett.
Nr. Swindon (J16/M4). Doors open 10:30.
Contact Mike Barker. 01793 536040
Southbomugh: The Victoria Hall, London Road.
Southborough. A21, Kent. Doors open 10:30.
Contact John Howes, 01892 540022 (between 8 and 9PM Only please)

Formoredetallswith mapsto Iocationseeethe BVWSWebslte:
www.bvws.org.uk/events/locations.htm

ygones
WHETHER your interest. is in domestic radio and TV or in
amateur radio. i n  military, aeronautical or marine
communications, in  radar and radio navigation, in
instruments, in broadcasti . in audio and recording, or in
professional radio systems or mobile. RADIO Bvconrzs is
the magazine for you.
ARTICLPS on restoration and repair, history. circuit techniques,
personalities, reminiscences and just plain nostalgia — you‘ll
find them all. Plus features on museums and private
collections and a fullvoolour photoAfeature in every issue.
ITS MOSTLY about valves, of course, but ‘solidAstate’ , whether
of he when—er and spark-gap variety or early transistors 4 also
has a place.
FROM THE DAYS of  Maxwell. Hertz. Lodge and Marconi to
what was the state-of-the-art just a few short years ago . .

THERE Is Also a selection of free readere' For Sale and Wanted
advertisements i n  every issue.

Radio Bygones covers it  all!
Tar: MAGAZINE is published six times a year, and is only
available by postal subscription. I t  is not available at
newsagents.
To 'Mka OU'I‘ a subscription, or to order a sample copy,
please contact:
RADIO Broom-Ls. Wimbome Publishing Ltd,
408 Wimbome Road East, Ferndown. Dorset BH22 0ND.
Tel: 01202 873872. Fax 01202 874562.
Web sites: www.radiohygonea.co.uk

www.radiohygones.com

Visi t  Britain's largest

Vintage Dadio Shop
Without  even leaving your home!

I Britain‘s widest range of Radio, TV and Gramophone
collcmbles for sale in every issue - 6 issues per year.

I illustrated with accurate descriptions and prices
I Interesting articles on all aspects of vintage technology.
D Annual subscription fully refundable against purchases.
0 Top prices paid for quality items - collections bought.

Send  S.A.E. for de ta i l s  a n d  s a m p l e  copy

ON THE A ID
the Vintage Technology Cenm

11; Highway, Hawardcn (nr. Chester) CH5 30H:
Tel/fax ( + 4 4 )  (0) lZ-‘ii 550300

www.vintageradio.co.uk



A BURNDEP‘I’ N0. IV WIRELESS Auction Enquiries South Kensington
RECEWER.NO.1383;WITH 7 November 2006 Laurence Fisher 85 Old Brampton Road
MATG'ING BURNDEPTTUNE'L lfisher@christies.com London, SW7 3L0
"0- "M ("M 191“- Consign by +44 (0)20 7752 3278
Sold for £2,400 In May 2006 5 September View catalogues

Catalogues and leave bids online
+44 (0)20 7389 2820 at Christiesmom

MECHANICAL MUSIC
AND TECHNICAL APPARATUS

South Kensington, 7 November 2006

CHRI STIE’S
SINCE 1766




